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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
 

Vid skapandet av ny mjukvara är det av högsta vikt att ständigt ta hänsyn till hur användare 

beter sig, för att på så vis etablera en väl fungerande människa-data-interaktion. Det finns 

många detaljer att tänka på för att få programmet att upplevas så smidigt och enkelt som 

möjligt. Tyvärr blir det sällan perfekt och användare blir förvirrade och behöver hjälp för att 

lösa sina problem, vilket innebär höga supportkostnader. Om mjukvaran i sig istället skulle 

känna av användares osäkerhet och anpassa sig efter detta skulle det vara mycket gynnsamt.  

Till exempel skulle ett hjälp-fönster kunna dyka upp med information anpassad efter var 

problemen verkar ligga. Detta kräver en avancerad klassificeringsfunktion som kan översätta 

beteenden i mjukvaran till hur användaren verkligen känner sig.   

   Detta examensarbete har som syfte att studera huruvida det tydligt går att klassificera en 

användares osäkerhet utifrån dess aktivitet i mjukvara. I arbetet har den instrumentstyrande 

mjukvaran till LigandTracer studerats. LigandTracer är en semiautomatisk biosensor som 

bland annat mäter cell-protein-interaktioner i realtid.  Projektet har handlat om att koppla ihop 

loggad information om aktivitet i mjukvaran med två olika klassificeringsalgoritmer för att 

sedan analysera träffsäkerheten i metoden. Det senare genom att jämföra det uträknade 

osäkerhetsvärdet med hur användare kände sig i verkligheten. 

   Resultaten påvisar att det finns vissa kännetecken i användarbeteenden som kan översättas 

till osäkerhet, men att metoden ännu är alltför opålitlig för att kunna ge tydliga svar. Med ett 

större test-set, andra algoritmer och bättre definitioner för olika beteenden finns möjligheter 

till förbättringar.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and aim 
Developing software without considering the usability of the user interface would be illogical. 

If the person operating the software has great difficulties in understanding how the program 

works it is not much of a use, no matter how advanced the software is [1]. Problems with 

finding commands will be experienced as extremely annoying even if the interface may look 

good and modern. One may even go so far to say that the quality of a user interface is directly 

related to how well the human-computer interaction (HCI) functions [2]. This is why more 

and more focus has been put on improving the usability of software, turning HCI into a 

science with the definition: “…a discipline concerned with the design, evaluation and 

implementation of interactive computing systems for human use and with the study of major 

phenomena surrounding them.” [3].  

   With good design problems normally experienced by users can be avoided [4], but what if 

the software is really complicated and the usability not enough? Is there a way to help the user 

when he or she is stuck? Today’s Help-functions are normally non-interactive tools, which 

simply means that the user him/herself has to find Help, open it and find the answer there by 

reading a static pdf-file or something similar. This is not optimal, but Help is seldom 

prioritized when developing software. An alternative to this is something called Context 

Sensitive Help, which is adapted to the specific state of the software where the user is situated 

in at the moment [4]. The aim is a Help tool that can be easily found from that part of the 

software and which provides specific help associated with that part [5]. This may be an 

improvement compared to the original pdf-file, but what if the users are still lost? Then there 

is not much more for a user to do but to call the support of the manufacturer, leading to great 

expenses for the software companies.    

   One idea to avoid this kind of situation is a tool which effectively senses the frustration of 

the user and immediately adapt to this in order to help. This help may be a popup window 

with useful information, specific for the user’s situation. It may also include a possible change 

in the software from an expert mode to a more straightforward beginner mode. Such 

applications require a well defined classification tool, labeling the users according to their 

certainty. The users must always have the possibility to shut down the classifier but the goal is 

that it shall be accurate enough for the users to want it on. This project has been focused on 

developing such a tool in the software controlling LigandTracer, an instrument measuring 

biomolecular interactions in real-time.   
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1.2 The classifier 
The goal of the classifier was to make it accurate enough for LigandTracer users and in the 

future connect it with the Help tool in the LigandTracer software (LT software). Accuracy 

may be defined differently depending on the purpose. As there is a great risk that experienced, 

sure, users will be frustrated if a popup window appears or the user interface suddenly 

changes into a beginner mode, much effort has been put on minimizing misclassification of 

confident users. Even though the aim is to decrease the amount of support needed by 

customers, it is better to miss helping some of the unsure users than to annoy the sure ones by 

trying to help them.  

   Many methods have been tested during the project. By evaluating the result from these, 

knowledge has been gained about which ones are worth proceeding with.  

1.2.1 A brief history 
When searching for information about classifying users not much was found. One German 

project 2005 focused on going from user activity to a system of data describing the actions, 

which is much like what is done as a first step in this work. Unfortunately, no good strategy 

was created in that project for further classification using the data [6].  

   In a conversation with a researcher at the department of Human-Computer Interaction at 

Uppsala Universitet the task was told to be almost impossible and that many had failed 

before. One of the most famous examples is Clippit – the office assistant created by Microsoft 

[4]. It is a help tool with the ability to pop open whenever the program calculates the user to 

be in need of advice. A majority of the hits about Clippit on the internet are related to the 

annoyance caused by this device. One of the most famous examples is the sentences “It looks 

like you´re writing a letter. Would you like help?” which pops up as soon as the user writes 

something similar to an address or simply the word “dear”. Although the calculations for 

when offering advice is based on Bayesian algorithms [7], much different from what is used 

in this project, conclusions can be drawn about how users respond to bad classification by 

studying the office assistant.  

   To summarize, it seems like classification of user behavior is an almost unexplored field. 

This may be because of the difficulties developing such classifiers and the low tolerance of 

poor accuracy when implementing it as a tool in software.  
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Figure 2. The LigandTracer. Picture used with permission 
from Ridgeview Instruments AB (Karl Andersson, CTO). 

 
Figure 1. Measurements over almost liquid free  
cell dish area to avoid background radiation. 
Illustration used with permission from Ridgeview 
Instruments AB (Karl Andersson, CTO).  

1.3 About LigandTracer and the 
software controlling it 

LigandTracer© is an instrument originally 

developed to monitor protein-cell 

interactions in real-time. The cells are grown 

on a specific area of a cell dish, which in turn 

is put on an inclined, rotating support (Figure 

1). The protein to be studied is labeled with a 

radionuclide and added to the dish. As the 

dish rotates a detector mounted above the 

upper part of the dish will monitor the 

binding of the protein to the cells. To 

correct for the background radiation the 

measurement is differential, meaning that 

the signal from the cell area is subtracted 

from the signal from the cell-free, 

reference, area. If any protein has bound, 

there will be an increased signal when the 

target cells passes by the detector. The 

reference-subtracted signal is followed over time, resulting in binding traces consisting of the 

peak height from each rotation (Figure 2) [8].  
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Figure 4. The advanced mode of Settings in LT  
software, with e.g. options for time per stop and  
number of round.  

Since no washing procedure is needed the 

instrument is semi-automated, meaning that 

one of the remaining keys to success is to 

get the user to understand the controlling LT 

software and rely on it (Figure 3). There are 

certain decisions to be made before starting 

a run. One can study the affinity of an 

interaction with a concentration series or 

choose to study the time-dependent uptake 

or retention of a protein binding to cells. 

There are also adjustable settings to control 

how many measurements to be done each 

rotation, the time of each measurement, the 

number of rotations in whole etc. (Figure 4).  

Then all the data has to be evaluated, 

leading to even more options for the user and therefore more ways to get lost. How a user 

manoeuvre the LT software can therefore change tremendously depending on the background 

of the person, earlier experiences with the instrument and the goal of the assay. However, 

 
Figure 3. Screenshot of the software. 
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even though there are several different ways of operating the instrument, the number of things 

to do is limited making it possible to create rules to identify different behaviours.   

1.4 Objective 
The objective of this thesis was to develop a classifier for the LT software that labels users 

according to their certainty, with the aim of optimizing the accuracy of the classifier. This was 

done by letting a set of test persons perform a number of tasks and then try different 

classification procedures on their logged activities. The accuracies of the different methods 

were compared and the methods found most appropriate for the project were improved. The 

accuracy was defined as maximizing the amount of correct labeled examples with focus on 

minimizing the amount of sure:s labeled as unsure, i.e. the false positives. 
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Training of                
model 

Training 
set: 
Actions 

Test set: 
Actions 

Test set:  
Pre-defined values 
of certainty 

Evaluating 
the result 

Descriptors 

Descriptors 

Training set: 
Descriptor 
values 

Training set: 
Values of 
certainty 

Test set: 
Calculated values 
of certainty 

Test set: 
Descriptor 
values 

Model 

Train set 
model 

Figure 5. Simple model of the procedure. The actions are translated into specific values, which in turn are 
translated by an algorithm to get the values of certainty.     
 

2 Material and methods 
Defining methods for classification of user certainty was a long iterative process, where the 

results obtained were continuously used to improve the methods or develop them into 

something else. The following chapter describes the procedures identified as the best for 

classification in this project and some words on how these were chosen instead of other 

similar methods.  

2.1 Brief description of the project 

2.1.1 Outline of the procedure 
There are probably thousands of ways to go from a person’s activity in the LT software to an 

answer to the question whether the person is sure of what to do or not. In this project the 

procedure consisted of saving the actions of every user and analyzing the events with specific 

time intervals. This resulted in definite numbers (using descriptors), which were used as input 

when implementing a classification algorithm. The algorithm then created a model of how the 

descriptive values were related to answers of certainty, at each time. The model was defined 

by using a training set with known certainty. It was later used on a test set to see whether it 

performed well or not (Figure 5).  
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Each part is briefly explained below to get a quick overview. A more thorough description 

follows later in this chapter.  

2.1.2 Saving the actions as log files 
First of all, there was a need to log the persons every action and save it for later use and 

further evaluation. This device was created in the LT software (by K. Andersson) and the logs 

were saved as text files, one line for every new action. As the main tool in the project was 

MATLAB (v 6.5), the logs were transformed to a MATLAB struct format, a necessary 

procedure before developing classification tools.    

2.1.3 The descriptors – rules to describe behavior patterns seen in logs 
Simply having extensive log files does not help much in the quest for the holy answers of 

certainty. There is a need for translation of these actions into something that to some extent 

describe the behavior of the person. By studying a log file, or at least a part of it, and 

implementing specific rules on it, different descriptive values of the activities performed can 

be generated. For example, one descriptor could be “How many times has the person used the 

Help function the last minute?”. This descriptor generates a distinct number possible to use 

later on by the algorithm. Several different descriptors were calculated simultaneously 

resulting in a pattern related to the person’s behavior. As the goal in this project is to separate 

users unsure of how to handle the LT software from the ones who are sure, these rules were 

specifically created to monitor user certainty.  

2.1.4 Algorithms connecting descriptor values with certainty 
Two classification algorithms were tested, Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (Fisher) and k-

Nearest Neighbor (kNN). These were used to define classification models using a training set 

with both input (i.e. the descriptors) and output (i.e. the values of certainty) [9] [10]. As these 

algorithms are common the MATLAB code for them could easily be found on the internet 

[11]. Fisher was the algorithm focused on in the project. The Fisher code found was written in 

such a way that only two classes could be separated. To separate more classes much effort 

needed to be put on alteration of the code, which was therefore not tested. The classes were 

simply set to “sure” and “unsure”. kNN was later tested as this algorithm was easier to 

modify. The separation of five certainty-classes was studied. This is probably better 

connected to reality, where a person is not necessarily absolutely sure or unsure, but could be 

somewhere in between. 
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2.1.5 Getting a training set and a test set 
To test the descriptors and algorithms a great amount of activity logs were needed. These 

were received by letting test persons perform a couple of tasks and meanwhile logging their 

actions. Their behaviors in real life were observed and given values of certainty. The data was 

gathered in two different rounds, one smaller with only a few persons and a limited number of 

things to do and another more full-scale test where the users were to discover all parts of the 

LT software.  

2.1.6 Connecting it all 
When all the data had been gathered it was time to connect it all, with the purpose of 

estimating the precision of the classification model. If this “classify the user”-tool is to be 

used later as a part of the LT software the log has to be evaluated continuously. To simulate 

this and to examine if it is possible to get a value of certainty from the log alone at every time, 

the training logs were stepped through and evaluated every 30 runtime seconds, looking at the 

actions logged at that point and 200 seconds back in time. These time points are called 

examples. The descriptor values were gathered for each example (matrix X), as well as the 

values of certainty (vector y) (Figure 6). 

 
The y values were a result of my observations during the tests, with the numbers 0 and 1 

representing the answers “unsure” and “sure”. Connecting the two with the algorithm created 

a classification model. By using the same model on the descriptor values from the test set, 

Start 

4 0 3 5 ...............3 1 
1 0 3 2 ...............3 5 
1 2 4 2 ...............2 5 
1 2 3 0 ...............2 5 
1 4 3 5 ...............5 5 
2 4 3 4 ...............5 6  
3 4 3 5 ...............7 6 
4 4 3 5 ...............7 1 
2 0 3 5 ...............3 1 

E 
x 
a 
m 
p 
l 
e 
s 
 

      1 
      1 
      0 
      0 
y = 0 
      0 
      1 
      0 
      1 

1 2 3 4 

Descriptors 

X = 

E 
x 
a 
m 
p 
l 
e 
s 
 

Model 

Figure 6. Connecting the log via the descriptors to the values of certainty, 0 (“unsure”) or 1 (“sure”) every 
30 seconds. Each line represents one point of time, one example. The columns are the different descriptors. 
For example, the value 4 in line 1 is the calculated value of descriptor 1 from the first point of time. In the 
training set the y-vector was already defined and a classification model was developed using an algorithm. 
Using the descriptors from the test set and the model from the train set, calculations of values of certainty 

End 

Min 
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answers of certainty were computed. The “true”, by me observed, test values were then 

compared to the calculated values in order to evaluate the model. 

2.2 Log file contents 
As previously mentioned, the log file consisted of descriptions of the users’ activities, one 

action for each line. An action could be a mouse click, changing between tabs, moving the 

mouse over certain specific parts of the LT software, opening an old file, zooming in or out, 

changing settings etc. A line in the file consisted of the line number, the date and time of the 

action, an id number (“class id”) of the action (e.g. 1 for “mouse over” (“class”), 3 for “click 

on radio button”, mainly to simplify later on), the name of the action (“attribute”) and, if 

needed, a more detailed definition of the action (“argument”). For example, line 329 in Figure 

7 describes the change of evaluation model for the data. As there are several models to choose 

from information about the specific model chosen (“Halflife”) is added as an argument.  

 

2.3 Defining the descriptors – how to think 
One great problem of this project was to modify the components of the classifier in such ways 

that the labeling would be precise. Instead of focusing on complicated algorithms, which 

might be difficult to alter the right way, the descriptors were the centre of attention, 

optimizing them to be accurate and appropriate for the task. Experiences of how the program 

functioned and what kind of possibilities there were for a user could be implemented when 

choosing good descriptors. Fortunately, the LT software was not extremely complicated, with 

a restricted number of things to do. This limited the degrees of freedom and made the 

classification problem manageable.  

329|2007-08-30 09:10:21|5|Eval-model [Halflife] 
330|2007-08-30 09:10:21|3|eval-signalvstime+itemselected 
331|2007-08-30 09:10:22|1|listview-selectitem 
332|2007-08-30 09:10:22|1|MainFormChart 
333|2007-08-30 09:10:22|1|ChartTextField 
334|2007-08-30 09:10:26|1|listview-selectitem 
335|2007-08-30 09:10:26|1|eval-update 
336|2007-08-30 09:10:27|1|eval-fit 
337|2007-08-30 09:10:30|1|eval-update 
338|2007-08-30 09:10:30|1|listview-selectitem 
339|2007-08-30 09:10:32|1|treeview-collapse 
340|2007-08-30 09:10:33|2|treeview-collapse 
 
Figure 7. Example of a log file, with line number, date, time, class id, name of action and, sometimes, a 
further explanation of the action (see line 329: “Halflife”). 
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   In the beginning the descriptor development was slow and difficult. Basic descriptors such 

as time to run start, repeated presses on the same button and the number of times in the Help 

function was defined and programmed in MATLAB. These descriptors were somewhat of 

long shots, as they were based on guesses of how an unsure user might behave. It was not 

until after the first test period that their accuracy and relevance could be estimated, in order to 

either remove or keep them in the final descriptor collection. During these tests the 

importance of several new descriptors were discovered as well and later defined in code. Ideas 

for new descriptors were found either when the users were studied in real life or when the 

values of certainty were decided in the evaluation part. The latter consisted of stepping 

through the log and connecting my notes with the exact time of different activities to get a 

time-dependent certainty vector. By doing this a lot of information was gained on how a log 

normally looked like for a sure or unsure person and new patterns were found, consisting of 

details in the logs. 

   One must always keep in mind that the log was the only connection between the actions and 

how these were later evaluated. New ideas of descriptors did always have to be possible to 

execute using the data from the log. Even though a test had been well performed, important 

information could still be lost if it was not properly logged. 

   When designing the second LT software test it was important to develop it in such a way 

that many of the previously defined descriptors could be accurately tested in their relevance. 

The second test period consisted of a wider spectrum of tasks, taking the user to parts in the 

LT software not tested in the first period. Therefore it was once again a matter of guessing 

when coming up with new ideas of descriptors, making it more difficult to specifically build 

the test so that the descriptors could be evaluated. Still, previous experiences of what might be 

of importance in the classification step could to some extent be applied here, meaning that the 

speculations of what new descriptors that might be suitable were more precise. 

   To try to make the descriptor set more general, the possible actions in the LT software were 

divided into seven blocks: Settings, Eval, Open, Run, Menu_look (look in the top menus but 

do not choose anything), Help and Tools. The hope was that how a user was changing 

between these blocks was relative to their certainty. For example, if a user was performing 

Eval activities before even opening a file (Open) or starting a run or simulation (Run), this 

may indicate that the person is unsure of how to act. 

   The descriptor values were calculated using 200 seconds of logging information. This 

period of time is rather extensive when using this LT software and may contain several 

different behaviors and levels of certainty. Therefore, the descriptors needed to be weighted 
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over time, so that the information from the last moment would have the most impact on the 

descriptor value.  

   All descriptors are summarized in appendix A. 

2.4 Gathering data 
In order to evaluate the descriptors to see which ones were relevant, the whole user type-

evaluation-system had to be built, connecting the user logs to actual values of certainty. 

During two test periods several persons, most of them not very familiar with the instrument, 

were given tasks to perform in the LT software. Their activity was logged continuously and 

meanwhile I was sitting beside them, studying how they behaved and how certain they 

seemed to be. By encouraging them to all the time comment their actions and explain their 

decisions it was easier to follow their certainty. The LT software was closed and opened 

between each different task and the first sign of activity from the user started a visual time 

counter, enabling me to connect their certainty with the time, when monitoring them. Their 

behaviours were given values between 1 and 5, where 1 indicates a very uncertain user at a 

specific time and 5 was the opposite. This was done for approximately ten time points for 

each test log. To then get a value of certainty for each point of time, the estimations were 

connected in MATLAB using linear interpolation over time.   

   The users were chosen carefully, with the main goal of finding as many different types of 

uncertainty as possible. With people at various ages and with different experiences and 

background, this goal hoped to be reached. Also, the tasks were developed in such a way that 

hopefully all users would be confused at least a couple of times, but also contained some easy 

parts so that some sure:s were to be included in the final set. This ensured that there would 

always be two groups to separate from each other.  

   If a problem turned out to be extremely difficult for the users to solve, some help was given 

so that they could finish the task. This would simulate situations when normal users ask 

someone else for help when experiencing problems in LT software.   

   The two trial periods were similar in many ways, but as they differed some a more 

thoroughly description of them is needed. 

2.4.1 Test 1 

Five persons were tested, of which two had used the LT software extensively earlier, thus 

representing experienced users. Of the other three one had great experience with real-time 

protein-protein interactions and analysing binding traces using software, although she had 
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never used LigandTracer. The other two represented persons who normally work with more 

laborative methods.  

   The tasks were eleven in total, focusing on how the users acted before a run, e.g. deciding 

proper settings. They were described as different situations, with a background and a clear 

description of the problem to be solved by the user. A majority of the persons completed the 

whole test; others did as much as they had time for during one to two hours. 

2.4.2 Test 2     

The second test period was more extensive, with more users and longer and more difficult 

tasks. Fifteen persons were tested in total, representing three different groups: Laboratory, 

Real-time Interaction and Others. The Laboratory group consisted mainly of workers and PhD 

students at BMS (Biomedical Radiation Sciences) who had seen the instrument and maybe 

tried it a couple of times but normally perform common laboratory work. In the Real-time 

Interaction group there were persons who are or have been employed at the biosensor 

company Biacore, thus experienced in real-time detection but not in LigandTracer technology. 

In the group of Others there was different kind of persons, a couple of students from the 

Molecular biotechnology program for example.   

   This time the tasks were not only to perform everything needed before a run, but also to 

actually start a run and later evaluate the results. A normal run can take several hours, which 

makes it impossible to include runs in the tests. Instead, a simulation tool was developed 

which shortened the run time from hours to a couple of minutes and also did not require 

access to a lab and real reagents. Before the simulation started, the cell-protein system to be 

examined could be chosen from a list, as well as the concentration and however uptake and/or 

retention were to be studied.  

   The tasks were described more like problems, with not as clear descriptions of what to do. 

The problems could be solved as the users chose to, as long as they got an answer to the 

question asked in the description.  

   Normally the persons were tested during two hours each. In this time three to eight tasks 

was carried through, depending on how well it worked for them and how fast they were.  

   Another new detail in the second test period was the possibility for the users themselves to 

evaluate their certainty. After each task they could fill in a form, typing the numbers 1 to 5 on 

a timeline representing the task just performed. 

   Appendix B contains the instructions for the second test.  
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2.4.3 The persons tested 
The persons tested are summarized in Table 1. The Laboratory group and the Real-Time 

Interaction group contained enough users to be tested as separate groups as well. These are 

called the BMS set and the Biacore set from now on. In each group two or three persons were 

chosen as part of the test set later to be used when applying the Fisher algorithm. 

Test Persons All Biacore BMS 
Amelie T   X 
Annica Ö X T   
Annie X X   
Annika R X T   
Ann-Sofie X   T 
Camilla X   X 
Christina T X   
Erika X   X 
John X X   
Lars X   X 
Lina E X   X 
Lina V X   X 
Linda X   X 
Magnus X X   
Marika X   T 
Thomas T     
Ulf X   X 
    
X = Part of training set 
T = Part of test set   

 
Table 1. The test persons and the groups they belong to. 
 

2.4.4 Evaluation of the logs  

Normally the time spent on each test person was one day in total, two hours on the actual 

testing and six hours on the evaluation. Not only were the values of certainty decided during 

the evaluation, but the logs were also examined rather thoroughly, in order to find typical 

behaviour patterns, giving possibilities to categorize the user. This was also an important step 

in finding ideas for new descriptors.   

2.5 The classification algorithms 

Two different classification algorithms were used for the pattern recognition problem. These 

were Fishers´s Linear Discriminant Analysis and k-Nearest Neighbour algorithm, more 

thoroughly described below.   
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w 

Figure 8. Projection of example xi on a line with 
the direction w. 

2.5.1 Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis 
Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis is a technique to minimize the dimensionality of a data 

set. The method utilizes the label information and project the data in directions useful for 

classification, separating samples from different classes as much as possible when at the same 

time minimizing the scatter within a class [12]. Below follows a description of how it works. 

 

Example: Projection on a line 

Suppose we have a set of d-dimensional samples x1, x2,…, xn coming from two different 

classes.  

n1 of these come from the first class and therefore represent the subset C1.  

n2 samples belong to the subset C2 and come from the second class.    

Goal: To find a linear combination of x, y=wtx, i.e. a projection of x into a subspace of one 

dimension, that separates the classes the most (Figure 8).  

 

If m1 and m2 are the means of the classes in the d-

dimensional space and �1 and �2 the means of the 

projections of classes 1 and 2, then:  
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and therefore also: 
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One might expect 21 µµ −  to be maximized when having the best separation, although this 

does not necessarily have to be the case, as illustrated in the figure below (Figure 9).  
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For class separation the samples should be projected onto the vertical axis even though 

21 µµ −  is greater on the horizontal axis. It is clear that one has to take the variance into 

account. The scatter, s2, of a group of samples x1,…, xn, with the mean mx = �
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and is simply the variance of the samples multiplied by n. The scatter for the projected 

samples of class 1 and 2 can therefore be written:  
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The sum of the two scatters is the total “within class” scatter. Normalizing 21 µµ −  divided 

by the total “within class” scatter is a better criterion than just looking at the direction in 

which the means are best separated,  i. e. we want to find the direction w which maximizes 
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and project the samples on the line in that direction. To do this one have to obtain J(w) as an 

explicit function of w. If the between class scatter matrix 
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and the within class scatter matrix 
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Figure 9. Projection of clusters 1 and 2 onto two different lines. 
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can be derived using linear algebra [9]. Once the direction w has been calculated the value of 

the threshold which separates the two classes must be defined, in order to get a complete 

classifier. This is done by the practitioner, manually or by using some algorithm, with the goal 

of minimizing the misclassification rate [13].  

   Fisher results in a vector of greatest separation of classes. The individual score value for an 

example in dimension N is obtained by projecting the example (in descriptor space) onto the 

first Fisher vector (w). Unfortunately, classifying using the scores of only one dimension may 

not be sufficient for the accuracy required, since there is a risk of loosing important 

information about the future space when reducing the dimensions of a data set. Using 

information about the second best direction of separation as well is a possible way to improve 

the separation. The pragmatic approach used in this project was to first “remove” the direction 

of the first Fisher vector from the data set. The reduction of dimensionality in descriptor space 

was obtained by projecting all examples along the Fisher vector w onto the remaining 

descriptor space, resulting in examples in dimension N-1. Then the Fisher algorithm was 

applied once again and the second most important direction of separation, u, was found.  

2.5.2 k-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm 
The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is a supervised pattern recognition algorithm where an 

object is classified solely on the basis of the closest k neighboring training examples and how 

these have previously been categorized. The method consists of two phases, a training phase 

and a classification phase.  

   The training phase is straightforward and involves nothing more than to gather a set of 

objects with known and correct classification and store their position vectors in a 

multidimensional feature space, together with their class labels. These objects are referred to 

as the training set. 

   The classification phase involves several steps. The test sample is stored as another vector 

in the feature space, but without any class label. The distances, usually the Euclidean 

distances, from this vector to all of the stored vectors in the training set are calculated. These 

distances are compared and the k, where k is a positive integer, closest training objects to the 

test vector is decided. The way to classify the sample using these neighbors can differ, but 

never involve a model or fit, only the memory of the class labels of the training set. A 

common strategy is to assign the test sample the class most often found amongst the defined k 

nearest neighbors [10], where ties are broken at random [14]. This could be somewhat 
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misleading, as there is a bias towards classes with the most frequent examples as these tend to 

turn up among the set of the neighbors more often. In these cases, where one class is over 

represented, alternative methods where the distances to the test vector are taken into account 

are preferred [10].  

   The advantage of kNN is that when the training set is large the method is effective and the 

error rate is small. Also it is robust to noisy training data, at least if the distances are weighted 

in the classification step.  

   An important disadvantage is that when the training set is relatively small the method is 

quite unreliable. There might also be a problem with deciding the optimal value of k as well 

as how the distances should be calculated. What kind of distances (Euclidian, Manhattan etc.) 

and if all of the attributes or only some (and if so: which ones?) should be used have to be 

decided. [15] If there are unimportant attributes building the feature space this might affect 

the accuracy of the algorithm severely. To avoid this problem one could use the mutual 

information of the training data to scale the space.   

   A large set of training data will give a high computational cost as a great number of 

distances have to be calculated. Therefore a lot of effort has been put on optimizing the 

method, especially focusing on reducing the number of calculations. By dividing the feature 

space into smaller fractions and only calculating the distances within certain nearby volumes 

of the positioned test vector the computational work might be less intensive. [10] 

2.6 How the descriptors were modified 
During the test period the users were found having complicated behavior patterns giving high 

values for several descriptors at a time. Considering this, an assumption was made that if a 

user is uncertain in one aspect (connected to one descriptor) at least another behavior (giving 

high values for another descriptor) can be observed at that point of time. Therefore, instead of 

looking at each descriptor value by itself the values of every descriptor (the columns in the 

matrix X) was element-by-element-multiplied with every other descriptor, resulting in a new 

matrix X with  

�
−

=

1

1

n

k

k  columns. The products could be large values even though only one of the descriptor 

value was large, but normally the highest values of the input for the algorithms was the 

multiplication of two high descriptor values. Consequently this was a method to reduce the 

amount of false positives, as it more or less demanded that at least two descriptors needed to 
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be triggered to result in the label unsure. This also resulted in an overview of how the 

descriptors were related to each other. 

   When building the model the descriptor values had to be correctly compared for the Fisher 

algorithm to work properly. As they were programmed according to guesses there might be 

some resulting in much higher values and greater variance. Fisher and other similar 

algorithms are not perfect when dealing with descriptors that are too different from each 

other. If the difference is in the same magnitude as or greater than the descriptor values 

themselves, the first separation step is typically spent on fixing the mean to zero. To make it 

more convenient, the mean of each descriptor was therefore recalculated to 0 to begin with. 

This was done by subtracting the X values with the mean of each column (i.e. the mean of the 

values of each descriptor), Xnew(j,:) = X(j,:) – mean(X(j,:)). Diversity in variance results in 

differently weighted descriptors, which should be avoided. For that reason the variance for 

every descriptor was scaled to 1, i.e the values of X were element-by-element-divided with 

the standard deviation of each column: Xnew2(j,:) = Xnew(j,:)/std(X(j,:)). In this way, with the 

recalculated variance and mean, no descriptor was getting an advantage when the w-vector 

was calculated. The vectors containing the means and the variance of the standard deviation 

of each column were saved and later used when performing the same modifications on the test 

set.  

   kNN has similar disadvantages as Fisher when having the descriptor values in different 

units, as this results in some descriptors having greater impact when comparing the Euclidean 

distances. Therefore, when using kNN the feature space was also standardized to have mean 

zero and variance 1 [16]. 

   Some descriptors might be correlated to each other. 

This was especially common when using the multiplied 

descriptor matrix. Many of the descriptor values turned 

out to be zero and the product of two vectors with many 

zero elements might turn out to consist of nothing else 

but zeros (Figure 10). 

   Inverting the matrix X is a part of the Fisher 

algorithm. Therefore, correlated columns had to be removed in order to obtain a matrix of full 

rank. Full rank means that that all columns are linearly independent [17]. Also, even if the 

columns were not identical or linearly dependent, they could still be similar enough to make 

the matrix close to singular and such ill conditioned matrices may result in numerical 

problems in MATLAB. Column removal was done by calculating a correlation matrix (Figure 
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Figure 10. Multiplication of vectors  
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Figure 11. Example of a correlation matrix.  

11). A correlation matrix has the size nxn, 

where n is the number of descriptors in this 

case. The element CX(i,j) is the same as CX(j,i) 

and show the correlation between descriptors i 

and j as values between 0 and 1, where 1 means 

absolute correlation (they are the same). As 

Fisher was sensitive to ill conditioned matrices, 

the matrix X had to be reduced. When two descriptors were found correlating with each other 

one of them were removed, leaving the other descriptor representing them both. In this work, 

the limit for “too similar” were chosen as having a correlation coefficient larger than 0.6 [18]. 

2.7 Building a model using Fisher, testing it out 
When all test data had been gathered and the values of certainty set, it was time to build a 

model connecting it all. Fisher was more suitable to start with and to spend much time 

modifying to gain proper results. kNN was later tested to have something to compare Fisher 

with. As kNN needs a large training set to work properly there was a great risk that it was not 

a suitable classifier for this work, as the amount of examples were limited. 

   Each task consisted of a Settings part, i.e. everything done in LT software before a started 

run or simulation, and an Evaluation part (from now on called Eval), the activities afterwards. 

Since the information in the log changed rather radically when going from Settings to Eval, 

the training set were divided into two, with one group of descriptors each. General descriptors 

were used in addition to the specific Settings or Eval descriptors. These were appropriate the 

whole time. Restricting the number of descriptors used made the model more accurate and 

also limited the computational cost.   

2.7.1 Plotting the scores 
The output of Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis is a vector, w, which holds the weights of 

the descriptors. A high w value (irrespective of sign) for a certain descriptor means that this 

descriptor is of importance when maximizing the separation of the two classes. Multiplying w 

with the descriptor matrix X results in a linear combination of the descriptors, s=wtX, where s 

is a vector of scores that can be compared with each other.  

   Fisher is not a classifier by itself. It only points out the direction of the best separation, 

leaving the user to split the examples in the way suitable for the problem. In Figure 12 the 

examples are plotted in two dimensions. They are separated in the x-direction according to 

their w-score. To obtain a better overview of the differences in w-scores and the precision of 
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the model, the examples are separated in the y-direction according to their corresponding 

value of certainty, with the value 0.1 for sure (red circles) and -0.1 for unsure (blue stars).  

 
In Figure 12 a rather good separation between the classes is seen. This is expected because of 

the fact that the model used here was derived using descriptors and values of certainty from 

the same person as then tested on. I.e. the training set and the test set is the same. When 

evaluating a model in practice, w from the training set is used on the descriptor values of the 

test set to get scores, stest = wt
trainXtest. A limit defined when setting up the model can then be 

used to label the test examples. In the case shown in Figure 12 one might set the limit 

between sure and unsure to be about zero. When then applying the model to a test set the 

examples corresponding to scores higher than zero is said to be unsure (Figure 13). The 

calculated wtest-scores, obtained when multiplying the w vector with the descriptor values 

from the test set, are plotted in the x-directon and the original, pre-defined, values of certainty 

has separated the examples in the y-direction (0.1 for unsure, -0.1 for sure). 

 
                 
               Figure 12. w-scores from using Fisher, where the score vector, s, is equal to wtX,  
                plotted on the x-axis. The examples are separated in the y-direction according to 
                their original value of certainty, to separate the classes when plotting.  
                The red circles represent examples where the value of certainty has been set to 
                unsure and the blue stars correspond to sure.  

 

w 
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2.7.2 Separating in 2 dimensions 
Sometimes it was difficult to get a good view of the result, when only separating in one 

direction. By instead performing Fisher in two dimensions, using the two directions which 

separate the classes the most (w and u), one might find that one dimension is not sufficient 

and that the combination of the two results in a better view, with 2D clusters somewhat easier 

to interpret (Figure 14). This was done by initially separating in one direction as done before, 

with the vector w as outcome. By then removing the best direction (described by w) from the 

data set and applying Fisher once again, the new vector u was obtained. It is still important to 

keep in mind that this new dimension represent the second best direction of separation and 

might not always be a good addition to the classification problem. To analyze whether two 

dimensions were better than one was therefore of interest when later building the models.   

 

 

 

 

            
              Figure 13. Applying a model on a test set, where the scores are defined as  
              stest = wt

trainXtest and plotted in the x-direction. The examples are separated in the  
              y-direction according to their original value of certainty (0.1 for unsure and -0.1 for  
              sure, to get a better overview of the separation.  
                 

from wtrain 
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2.7.3 Going from one model to many  
When using Fisher all the behavior patterns are gathered into one, or maybe two, directions. 

This may be misleading as persons can be unsure in many different ways. The diversity inside 

the sure or unsure set is not shown, which can create problems when separating.  

Example (strictly hypothetical): Imagine a person A, whose uncertainty is given away in the 

log as a huge number of buttons clicked quickly and in an illogical manner. If a model which 

separates according to the number of buttons clicked per minute is used, the result will be 

correct labels for the person’s examples. With a model which instead is based on how many 

times the subject uses the Help function, the classification will be inaccurate, as A never uses 

Help, no matter if she is unsure or not. If using Help is a common indicator of uncertainty in 

the whole training set the w (and u) values from Fisher on the training set will be high for the 

descriptors describing how Help is used (how often, how long the person is reading in Help 

and so on). Person A might also be in the training set, but her behavior with the button-

clicking is not as common as using Help and therefore the descriptors about buttons clicked 

will still not be of importance in the separation. The fact that the most common behavior 

patterns dominate using Fisher is obviously a problem. How Person A uses the LT software is 

 
 
Figure 14. Example of Fisher in two dimensions. The unsure have not only the higher scores in the first 
dimension (w, seen as the x-axis) but also in the second (u, y-axis). This new information may be used to 
separate better.  

 w 

Scores u 
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            Figure 15. The train set after applying the Fisher algorithm. Sure=blue, unsure=red and a  
               coordinate number. 
 

still of importance as this is another way of showing uncertainty. Even though this pattern is 

not seen as often there may still be others, for example in the test set, who work in similar 

ways.  

   A method for dealing with these differences in activities is to perform Fisher in several 

steps, separating the examples using different behaviors for each step. The result will be a 

number of models, each containing a limit for the classification, stored in a vector of models 

to be used in the right order. Computing these models involves some iterative processes, and 

can be summarized in the following steps: 

1. Implement Fisher on the whole training set. Below is a screen shot of the plot (Figure 15). 

As previously described, red represents examples classified as unsure and blue are the sure 

ones. Also, every unsure example has a coordinate, representing their place in the X-matrix, 

next to them, to keep a track of them.    

2. Search for a cluster of unsure examples close to each other, but perhaps a bit separated 

from the other unsure:s. By typing the coordinate numbers of the selected examples (calling 

them group U) in the field to the left and pressing “recalc”, the algorithm is implemented once 

Scores u 

Scores w 
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Figure 16. Defining a model by distinguishing a behavior. A cluster of original unsure:s have been 
selected and the algorithm applied once again, separating the cluster (called group U) from the others. The 
examples of group U are expected to share the same behavior. 
 

again, with the only difference that this time the chosen examples have been set to unsure and 

all others to sure (Figure 16). By doing this, the examples are separated in relation to how the 

chosen examples stick out from the mass. Information about the original values of certainty of 

the examples will remain in the plot, together with the new information of what classes the 

examples have been selected to belong to. If a dot is both red and blue and has a number next 

to it, it means that this example is part of the original unsure collection, but has been turned 

into a sure example for the moment in order to distinguish one particular behavior.  

3. Step 2 was a test to see if the selected examples contained patterns different to the rest of 

the group. If so, these examples would have much higher scores as the other examples. There 

might still be some unsure among the sure:s chosen in step 2 that are similar to the examples 

in group U. These will be seen in the gap between the group and the rest of the training set 

(Figure 16). If so, these are chosen as unsure as well, as they contain the same behaviors as 

the group U.  

 

Scores u 

Scores w 
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4. Step 2 and 3 are then performed over and over, until two distinct groups can be seen 

(Figure 17). If there are examples that in step 2 or 3 have been wrongly put into group U these 

could be changed back typing their numbers in the field to the right.  

 
 Figure 17. A clear distinction between the groups are seen after iterating steps 2 and 3 a couple of times. 

 

 

 

Scores u 

Scores w 
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5. A limit is set between group U and the rest. This limit is only in the w-direction, which is 

further discussed later in the report (Figure 18).  

 
6. The model is saved, containing w, u and the limit. All examples with higher scores than the 

limit selected are removed from the training set. This means that the behavior used for the 

previous separation has been removed as well, as none of the other examples showed signs of 

containing this behavior.  

 
Figure 18. A limit is chosen to easily separate the two clusters.  

 

 

Scores u 

Scores w 
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7. Step 1-6 are stepped through (Figure 19) until no good separation between classes can be 

found. A new model is saved for each time step 6 is reached. Each model contains a certain 

behavior which is built up by a couple of descriptors. The final result is a vector with 10-20 

models in a specific order. This is the full model. 

2.7.4 Applying the models on the test set 
When a full model had been saved it was time to test it on the training set. Each step consisted 

of calculating the two scores using w and u and removing the examples having w-scores 

greater than the limit specified for each model. The examples removed and their original 

labels were saved for later evaluation. To somewhat remain in control and also receive 

information of the quality of each model, both scores and limit were plotted for each model. 

This way knowledge was gained on how many examples categorized as unsure for every 

 
Figure 19. Implementing the algorithm from the beginning once again. The group U has been removed from 
the train set.  

 

Scores w 

Scores u 
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model and the labels of these. The vector of models encapsulated in the full model was 

stepped through manually by clicking a button in the figure (Figure 20).  

 

2.7.5 The groups tested 
The purpose of the trials was to get as big of a training set as possible, still having some 

persons left to test the model on. Focus was put on the whole collection, giving the biggest 

training and test set. As the test subjects also were part of smaller assemblies, two of the 

groups were tested separately to see if persons naturally connected to each other by their 

background reacted similar when using the LT software. The number of persons representing 

each set is seen in Table 2.   

  All BMS Biacore 
Training 

set 14 7 4 
Test set 3 2 2 

 
Table 2. The training and test set of the groups “BMS” and “Biacore”, as well as of the whole collection, “All”. 

 
Figure 20. Stepping through the vector of models. The black vertical line represents the limit. All examples 
to the right of the limit will be removed before applying the next model.  

Scores w 

Scores u 
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In the All set, one representative from each of the groups BMS, Biacore and Others were part 

of the training set. 

2.7.6 Developing several examples of each model 
When building the full model based on 10-20 separate models with a w vector each, there was 

a risk that the result would be different depending on in what order the behaviors had been 

distinguished and removed from the training set. To study this, two models each were built 

for the Settings and Eval part of the All training set. By then using them both on the test set 

and comparing the result, the importance of the order of the examples selected was studied. 

The w values were also compared to see if there was any similarity or pattern to be found in 

which descriptors that had been of importance.    

2.8 Using kNN and modifying it 
When classifying using the kNN algorithm, the test set consisted of one third of all examples 

and the training set of the other two thirds. Several different k:s were tested to see the effect of 

changing this coefficient. One advantage with kNN is that it can easily be transformed to 

separate more classes. To compare this algorithm with Fisher a classification of 0 and 1, sure 

and unsure, was performed. Then the classes 1 to 5, using the original values of certainty 

rounded down to closest integer, were tested. The purpose was to study if this was a better 

way to handle the problem compared to the strict separation between sure and unsure as if 

there was nothing in between. 

2.8.1 Mahalanobis distances   
The accuracy of kNN might be affected by unimportant descriptors building the feature space 

(matrix X). Therefore Mahalanobis distances were tested instead of Euclidian distances when 

finding the closest neighbors. Using a weighting vector Mahalanobis distances take into 

account the fact that not all descriptors might be equally important. The vector w derived 

from Fisher, using all examples and with only one separation step, was employed. This 

resulted in D(i,j) = (X(i,:) - T(j,:)) * W * (X(i,:) - T(j,:))T. D is the distance matrix, where the 

element D(i,j) is the distance from example i in the training set to example j in the test set. X 

and T is the matrices for the descriptor values of the training and test set respectively. Using 

the identity matrix as W results in a matrix of squared Euclidean distances. By instead putting 

the elements of w from Fisher in the diagonal of W, the Mahalanobis distances were 

computed. This way information of the importance of each descriptor was gained since w 
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consisted of the weights for the descriptors when having the optimal separation according to 

Fisher.  

2.9 The code 
Much can be said about how to write a program well, but one thing is for sure when 

developing large and complex constructs of code: the structure is of utter importance. Without 

a good infrastructure it will be almost impossible to connect all the functions into a working 

program, in this case a classifier. Much effort was put on organizing the code. A general 

description of the main functions when going from log to model is depicted in Figure 21.  

Gathering X and y from the logs 

1. The function hl_iterate calls for gather_hl with information on which person/persons and 

which part of the log (Settings, Eval or All) to be studied.  

2-3. gather_hl calls for load_hl with the name of the person/group of persons. load_hl find the 

logs (txt-files) and convert them into struct arrays where hl(j) (the j:th element in the helplog) 

represent one line in a log and includes timestamp, class, classid, attribute, argument, line, 

time from start, value of certainty. If there are more than one log the hl:s are saved in a struct 

array.  

4. hl is modified according to which part of the log is to be studied. e.g if “Settings” then 

every line (element in the hl array) after a started run is removed. The name of the 

configuration file, which contains the names of the descriptors to be used, is given.  

5. gather_hl sends hl and the name of the configuration file to gather_descriptors.  

6. gather_descriptors steps through the array of hl:s. For each hl hl_testdescriptors is called. 

The x and y given back by hl_testdecriptors represent the descriptor values and values of 

certainty for one log. All x:s and y:s are gathered in two large matrices, Xtot and ytot.  

7. hl_testdescriptors steps through one hl at a time. For each 30 logged seconds descriptor 

values are calculated by calling get_x. The value of certainty is simply received by the 

command hl(j).facit.  

8. get_x compares the collection of all descriptors with the configuration file containing all 

the names of the descriptors to be used. The correct descriptors are called and a value is 

calculated for each descriptor, resulting in a row of values, x30. The row is sent back to 

hl_testdescriptors, which gathers all rows into an X matrix representing one hl. The labels 

(lbl) of the descriptors used are also sent back.  

   An example of a typical descriptor is found in appendix C. The descriptor is given a name 

to find it among the other descriptors using the configuration file. In this case the value 
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calculated is the maximum number of “mouse over” actions per minute the last three minutes. 

The three minutes are compared using weights to give the “newest” logged actions the most 

impact.  

 

Implementing classification algorithms, plotting and saving models 

1. hl_iterate is called from the command window, together with information of the persons to 

be studied. hl_iterate calls for hl_gather and Xtot, ytot and lbl is received, as described above.   

2. By calling for hl_expand, the descriptors are multiplied with each other, the mean 

recalculated to 0 and the variance rescaled to 1. Correlated columns (i.e. Cx(i,j)>0.6) are 

removed.  

3. The recalculated X matrix is send to hl_discriminate together with the name of the 

algorithm to be used. The result is two Score vectors (Scores2 = 0 when using kNN and one 

dimensional Fisher) and the w and the u (=0 when using kNN and 1D Fisher) vectors.  

4. The scores are plotted. In the case of kNN the amount of calculated sure and unsure is 

plotted instead, separated with colors dependent on the original values of certainty.  

5. If kNN was used everything is done. Using Fisher, the procedure of separating different 

clusters and creating models is still left.   

6. If a cluster is chosen and the “recalc” button is clicked, hl_iterate is once again called but 

with new, selected, values of certainty to be used for separation. Choosing a new limit results 

in a new plot, but with the same scores. When saving a model, the w and u vectors are saved 

together with the limit as models{j}, where “models” is the full model, a struct array. All 

examples with higher w scores than the limit are removed from the collection. hl_iterate is 

called using this new set.  

7. When enough models have been saved and no good separation can be found between the 

examples left, the work is done.  
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3 Results 
No sufficiently good classification model has been found yet, but the data obtained may still 

be of importance for determining how to proceed in the project.  

3.1 The results using Fisher 

3.1.1 About 2 dimensions 
When studying the plots and how the examples were separated with each model it was 

observed that the second direction was not at all as good separator as the first one, thus 

making it inappropriate to use for more than to simply make the plot a bit clearer and the 

separation easier to visualize. Figure 22 shows an example of this.  

 
 
Figure 22. Separating in two dimensions. The w direction gives a better separation.   

3.1.2 Statistics obtained from the All set 
Below are the “All” results from applying the full models on the test set (consisting of the 

examples from Amelie, Thomas and Christina) (Table 3). The training set was used to create 

the full models. “v1” and “v2” are the two different versions of the full models, created with 
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the purpose of understanding how much the result of Fisher depended on how and in what 

order the models were defined.  

   The columns “unsure” and “sure” contain the number of examples that the full model has 

calculated to be unsure from each class. ”%Detected” means the amount of all unsure:s that 

has been classified as unsure and is the same as 100*
)_( leftunsureunsure

unsure
+

.  

“%False positives” is the amount of sure:s that has been wrongly classified, i.e. as unsure, 

and can be written 100*
)_( leftsuresure

sure
+

. 

 
Classified   

as "unsure" 
Classified 
As "sure"   

ALL_SETTINGS_v1 unsure sure Unsure_left  sure_left % Detected % False positives 
Amelie 7 6 43 26 14.0 18.8 
Thomas  10 6 15 16 40.0 27.3 
Christina 15 3 31 22 32.6 12.0 
ALL_SETTINGS_v2          
Amelie 5 7 41 19 10.9 26.9 
Thomas  4 5 15 11 21.1 31.3 
Christina 15 1 25 9 37.5 10.0 
ALL_EVAL_v1          
Amelie 5 0 69 8 6.8 0.0 
Thomas 8 15 7 21 53.3 41.7 
Christina 12 2 16 21 42.9 8.7 
ALL_EVAL_V2          
Amelie 3 0 67 8 4.3 0.0 
Thomas 8 16 7 20 53.3 44.4 
Christina 10 2 18 21 35.7 8.7 

 
Table 3. Results for ”All” using Fisher.  
 
The greatness of the results is not that obvious and it depends on what person is being tested. 

For Christina the model was rather accurate but neither Amelie nor Thomas showed 

similarities in behavior with the training set, as the amount of detected and false positives 

were about the same. Another important detail to point out is that the results from both 

Settings models, as well as both Eval modes, are very much alike. Even though they were 

manually defined and saved in different orders, meaning that the models probably show great 

dissimilarity, the final classification is about the same. The w vectors for each model in the 

four full models are gathered in appendix C. To minimize the amount of data, only the 

descriptor combinations with the ten highest w values are listed. No patterns were seen 

between the full models and most of the descriptors were relevant for separation according to 

their corresponding w value.  
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3.1.3 Results from the Biacore and BMS collections 
Table 4 show the results obtained when dividing the training set into smaller groups, defining 

new models and using other test persons. Annica Ö and Annika R are test set for Biacore, 

Ann-Sofie and Marika are test set for BMS: The results seem better than when using the All 

set. Also, looking at the number of false positives, the BMS models appear somewhat more 

accurate. 

BIACORE 
Classified  

as "unsure" 
Classified 
as "sure"    

SETTINGS unsure Sure Unsure_left  Sure_left % Detected % False positives 
Annica Ö 9 2 32 20 22.0 9.1 
Annika R 7 10 17 36 29.2 21.7 
EVAL             
Annica Ö 0 0 32 13 0 0 
Annika R 9 0 36 11 20 0 
BMS          
SETTINGS             
Ann-Sofie 14 2 31 6 31.1 25.0 
Marika 8 3 15 16 34.8 15.8 
EVAL          
Ann-Sofie 11 0 48 9 18.6 0.0 
Marika 5 2 24 19 17.2 9.5 

 
Table 4. Results when testing Biacore and BMS models. Annica Ö and Annika R are test set for Biacore, Ann-
Sofie and Marika are test set for BMS.  

3.1.4 One person – one model 
Just for fun a model based on only one person was defined. This person was one of the more 

uncertain ones in the Biacore test set. The model was later tested and a great diversity was 

observed in the results, some of which is documented in Table 5. For a few it was an excellent 

model and for others it was not, irrespective of whether the test subjects were part of the 

Biacore or the BMS group.  

MODEL: ANNIE 
Classified  

as "unsure" 
Classified 
as "sure"   

SETTINGS Unsure Sure Unsure_left sure_left % Detected % False positives 
Ann-Sofie 23 1 22 7 51.1 12.5 
Camilla 40 2 20 9 66.7 18.2 
Annica Ö 28 12 13 10 68.3 54.5 

 
Table 5. Result when testing Annie model.  

3.1.5 Imperfect limits 
When applying the models on the test set an interesting thing was found. Sometimes the 

classes were separated well, but the limit had been chosen too close to the unsure:s of the 

training set to avoid false positives. Even though the classes were clearly distinguished from 
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each other the limit was selected badly so the clustered unsure:s were still not classified 

correctly (Figure 23).  

   

3.2 kNN 

3.2.1 Changing k 
All of the examples were used, with one third as a test set and the other two thirds as the 

training set. The results show that the model is poor since about the same amount of sure:s 

and unsure:s were given the label unsure (Table 6). It is almost as if the classification was 

random. 

   Different values of the parameter k were tested. It looks as if a change in k does not change 

the outcome much.   

 

 

 

 
Figure 23. Good separation but with a limit impossible to split the two clusters.  
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  Euclidean distance 

 
Classified  

as "unsure" 
Classified 
as "sure"   

SETTINGS unsure sure Unsure_left  Sure_left % Detected % False positives 
k=1 153 80 49 52 75.7 60.6 
k=3 148 84 54 48 73.3 63.6 
k=5 150 87 52 45 74.3 65.9 
k=7 153 87 49 45 75.7 65.9 
k=9 153 88 49 44 75.7 66.7 
EVAL             
k=1 98 25 136 32 41.9 43.9 
k=3 112 28 122 29 47.9 49.1 
k=5 121 35 113 22 51.7 61.4 
k=7 127 38 107 19 54.3 66.7 
k=9 122 35 112 22 52.1 61.4 

 
Table 6. Result from using kNN, changing the values of k. Euclidean distances were used.   
 

3.2.2 Using weights 
A problem with kNN is that there may be a bias towards the most common class if the 

separation is not perfect, as it is more likely that the examples of this class turn up among the 

neighbors by chance. The number of unsure examples in the Eval set is much greater than the 

number of sure ones, so this is a potential cause of error. The problem may be handled by 

multiplying the number of sure and unsure neighbors with weights, using a higher weight for 

the least common class, in this case sure (Table 7). The number of sure neighbors was 

multiplied with 3.5 and the number of unsure with 1. This was based on the relative sizes of 

the groups. As seen, it did not help much. The amounts of detected and false positives are 

about the same, but the values have both decreased.  

  Euclidean distance 

 
Classified  

as "unsure" 
Classified 
as "sure"   

EVAL unsure sure unsure_left  sure_left % Detected % False positives 
k=5, weights 59 17 175 40 25.2 29.8 

 
Table 7. Result from using kNN with k=5 and weights to adjust for the differences in sizes of the groups. 
Euclidean distances were used. 
 

3.2.3 More classes 
Up till now the only classes studied and separated have been sure and unsure. Since this is a 

somewhat blunt approach to the problem, another set of classes was tested. The original 

values of certainty were used, rounded down to the closest integer. By doing this, five classes 

were defined, with classes 1 and 2 as unsure. The separation of the Settings set is seen in 

Table 8, with the original values of the examples as columns and the values of classification 
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as rows. As the previous definition of being sure was having a value of certainty above 3, this 

distinction was used here as well, with the only difference that the value 3.0 was as well a part 

of the sure group, for simplicity reasons. Interpreting the data is still not uncomplicated, but at 

least there is much more information gained using this method. For example, when separating 

the classes like this it is clear that examples with a value of certainty of 5 are the least 

probable for being incorrectly classified as unsure.  

Euclidean distance 
k=5 True 1 True 2 True 3 True 4 True 5 
Classified as 1 23 45 29 28 4 
Classified as 2 28 39 26 11 2 
Classified as 3 12 18 16 9 2 
Classified as 4 3 5 7 14 3 
Classified as 5 0 0 3 2 5 
      
%Classified <3 77.3 78.5 67.9 60.9 37.5 
%Classified >=3 22.7 21.5 32.1 39.1 62.5 
      
 %Detected %False Positives  
SETTINGS 78.0 62.1 

 
        Table 8. Separating the set into five classes, using Euclidean distances. 

     %Detected is the amount of examples from classes 1 and 2 that were 
     classified as one of these two. %False Positives is the amount of examples 
     from groups 3-5 that were classified as 1 or 2. 

 

3.2.4 Weights and five classes 
Once again, weights were applied with the purpose of dealing with the differences in class 

sizes. The frequency of each class in the training set was calculated and the weights was 

chosen as 
)(

)( max

ifreq
freq

iweight = , i.e. the number of examples in the most common class was 

divided with the number of examples in class i to get the weight for class i. This way a 

potential problem with a much larger class was hoped to be avoided. Table 9 show the 

separation data after taken the weights into account. The result has clearly improved 

considering the goal to minimize the false positives but in the same time place many of the 

unsure:s in the right category. There is still a bias towards unsure, though.  

   An important detail to notice here as well is the fact that the value 3 is in many ways 

inaccurate. The examples which in the beginning were given values of certainty of 3.0-3.9 

(seen as column “True 3”) are often incorrectly classified and many of the unsure examples 

(belonging to groups 1 and 2) are classified as 3. As will be described earlier, the fact that 

many users are neither strictly unsure nor sure clearly complicates the problem   
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Euclidean distance 
k=5, weights True 1 True 2 True 3 True 4 True 5 
Classified as 1 23 48 28 27 3 
Classified as 2 17 26 22 5 0 
Classified as 3 13 15 14 5 1 
Classified as 4 11 10 9 11 0 
Classified as 5 2 8 8 16 12 
      
%Classified <3 60.6 69.2 61.7 50.0 18.8 
%Classified >=3 39.4 30.8 38.3 50.0 81.3 
      
 %Detected %False Positives  
SETTINGS 65.9 52.8 

     
     Table 9. Results from using kNN, using Euclidean distances, weights and  
      k=5.  

 

3.2.5 A new method for calculating distances 
Since kNN easily can be modified in many ways, this was tested. Different k:s and using 

weights had to some extent resulted in better, or at least different, separation. The last 

alteration to be tested was changing the method of calculating the distances between the 

descriptor values of the examples. Mahalanobis distances were computed using the w vector 

from a one-step Fisher model. The data in Table 10 indicates that this did not change the 

results much.  

 
Mahalanobis distance 

k=5, weights True 1 True 2 True 3 True 4 True 5 
Classified as 1 23 47 26 23 3 
Classified as 2 17 26 21 8 1 
Classified as 3 13 18 15 4 2 
Classified as 4 11 9 7 14 1 
Classified as 5 2 7 12 15 9 
      
%Classified <3 60.6 68.2 58.0 48.4 25.0 
%Classified >=3 39.4 31.8 42.0 51.6 75.0 
      
 %Detected %False Positives  
SETTINGS 65.3 50.9 

      
     Table 10. Results from using kNN, using Mahalanobis distances, weights  

              and k=5. 
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4 Discussion  
With many different methods tested, much effort has to be put on evaluating the results to 

find the best strategy for the classification problem. This is complicated as there is no good 

defined way of measuring the accuracy. There is a great diversity in the results, which makes 

the problem more complex. Also, there are probably several different reasons combined to 

explain the imperfect classification.     

4.1 Evaluation of the logs and tests 
One of the biggest difficulties and a great risk of error in this project was the evaluation of the 

certainty of test persons while operating in the LT software, with me choosing values of 

certainty based on not much more than simple observation. There are several reasons to why 

the result could be faulty, one of the most likely being the fact that I did not know all of the 

test users very well, thus having problems with translating their reactions in different 

situations into certainty. 

   Me being the single generator of the values has both positive and negative aspects. As this is 

done manually it is totally dependent on my skill in observing people and understanding how 

they are thinking, making it the most non-robust part of the project. Still, as there is only one 

decision maker it is more likely that the way the values are set is about the same in all 

evaluations.  

   The test persons were given the possibility to evaluate themselves. Although their own 

chosen values were connected to their personalities and self esteems in general this was still a 

help for me when choosing as correct values as possible in the end. 

   Another aspect to be considered when doing these kind of tests is the fact that how 

comfortable the persons felt when going through the tasks, having me beside them taking 

notes of their every action, might influence their reactions in the LT software. For example, if 

they were stressed by the situation this might look like them being uncertain. Because of this, 

a better method for studying their certainty might be to let them work on their own and film 

them doing it. These video tapes could later be evaluated [6]. This technique has its 

advantages of course, but there are still some things to be considered when comparing the 

methods. When sitting beside them, I encouraged them to tell me what they did in the LT 

software and why, in order to follow their actions. If being filmed instead, it would probably 

feel awkward for the user to speak to the video tape. Also, for several test subjects the tasks 

were difficult, sometimes almost impossible. This was on purpose, to make sure that they 
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would be unsure examples in the final set. However, without me pushing them in the right 

direction once in a while they would be stuck with one problem instead of moving on.   

4.1.1 Limitations in the log 
To translate the activities of the user into descriptor values it was of utter importance that the 

logging function worked properly. Missed information due to an imperfect logging was 

impossible to get back. Luckily, the logging function was rather detailed but there were still 

some modifications that needed to be done during the test period. These needs of adjustment 

were discovered randomly when evaluating the data and some of them were necessary for 

descriptors to work properly. Diversity in what information the logs contained may affect the 

outcome, though. This restricted the improvement of the logging function, as some details 

were of such importance that the result would only be worse if methods to log these were 

added later on. I.e. the logging function could not be changed as often as hoped.  

   Another unfortunate detail was that there were parts in the LT software (e.g. in the 

simulation generator, for details see section Test 2 in Gathering the data) where the 

possibility of logging was restricted due to the structure of the program. In these cases ideas 

of descriptors had to be either modified or considered unfeasible.   

4.2 The results using Fisher 
Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis may in many ways be a good method for classification. 

However, there are several details to consider when improving the method. The accuracy 

might be increased if modifying some of the factors discussed below.  

4.2.1 About 2 dimensions 
Although the plots were depicted in two dimensions, the second dimension was never used. A 

reason to this was the fact that the u-direction was not as good for separation as the first one. 

This is obvious as it by definition was only second best. A combination of the two directions 

would perhaps be the best divider, but as a decision was made early on in the process to for 

simplicity reasons only set a limit in the w-direction a good separation in u-direction was 

never seen, therefore this was not prioritized (Figure 24).  
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Figure 24. Defining a limit using both dimensions.  
 

4.2.2 Comparing the pairs of models defined 
No patterns were seen between the w values of the full models even though they were defined 

using the same test set. This was rather unfortunate, as it only clarified the difficulties in 

finding patterns of which descriptors being of importance. The similar results in amount of 

sure:s and unsure:s classified as unsure mean one of two things: Either this is a proof of the 

unimportance of the order of which the models are defined and stored in the vector or it may 

just be a coincidence. Furthermore, it is tricky to compute how different the full models are to 

each other. The assumption that defining a full model twice will give two very dissimilar 

vectors of models may be incorrect. Even though there are many clusters to separate from in 

the whole set there may be a chance that the clusters are shown in such a way that the order of 

the separations will come naturally, thus leading to similar full models.     
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4.2.3 The relevance of the descriptors  
By studying the w values more thoroughly the relevance of each descriptor was measured. If a 

descriptor would frequently have a very small corresponding w value this might indicate that 

it was unnecessary for the separation problem. Here it is of importance to remember that the 

descriptors used were actually multiplications of two descriptors. The majority of the 

descriptors were removed when considering the correlation of the set. If two descriptors were 

found similar only one was removed and depending on which of them it was the outcome 

would be different. This does not really matter, because if one descriptor is linearly dependent 

of another it means that one of the two is unnecessary and it does not matter which one it is.  

   When evaluating the descriptors the result was that most of the descriptors were observed 

relevant for separation, according to their w values. The block descriptors (e.g the descriptor 

counting the number of times going from the Settings block to the Eval block) were in general 

the most irrelevant, as many of the block combinations were seldom or never seen. The 

frequency of non-zero values from a descriptor appeared to be of great importance. For 

example, if a person uses Help the descriptors reflecting this behavior will result in high 

values. If not, the values will only be zero. Using Help is a quite clear sign of uncertainty, but 

if only a few of the persons in the training set behave like this no model will probably be built 

describing calls for Help. This was exactly what was seen with the Help descriptors and some 

others: although they should be relevant for classification they were seldom or never a part of 

the models due to the low frequency of usage.  

4.2.3.1 Behaviors absent in the model 
With a limited training set there is always a risk that not all possible behavior patterns are 

seen in the collection. Too many different sorts of behavior may be one of the most common 

reasons to poor performance. A limited set leads to inaccuracy, which will be especially clear 

if the test set contains other behaviors than the training set. Even if all kinds of patterns were 

represented in the training set, it might still be too difficult to distinguish them all when 

making models. A vector with hundreds of separate models would probably have to be 

defined.  

   Another aspect is the fact that some behaviors could be lost when defining the models, 

especially if they were uncommon. It is important to remember that each example usually 

contains more than one typical behavior. Imagine 20 examples with the same behavior A, 

creating one model with high w values for the A descriptors. If five of these also had the 

behavior B and that these were the only ones with this behavior in the whole training set, B 
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would be lost when defining the model A, as all 20 examples would be removed after 

definition. If the separation would be chosen the other way around, first separating B and then 

A, then there would be two models and no lost behavior. As the order of the models more or 

less is based on coincidence it is complicated to find another approach to avoid the problem, 

but it is always good to know the limitations of a method. One suggestion for getting better 

models is to define several full models and then testing them out, to find which are the most 

appropriate. This is time consuming and was to some extent what was tested with the “All” 

set, comparing two separate models, but the option remains. Another idea is to find some of 

the descriptors that otherwise were normally lost, such as the ones concerning using Help and 

give them high weights. This way a behavior would hopefully not be lost among other more 

common behaviors.       

4.2.4 The results using BMS and Biacore sets 
Dividing the training set into smaller group the models were hoped to be more accurate, since 

the persons in these groups should be more similar to each other than to others. However, 

even though users share the same background and have similar educations they may behave 

differently when dealing with stress, confusion and problem solving. Fortunately, this seemed 

not to be the case here as the result in general was an improvement compared to the All set. 

The result for BMS was slightly better than for Biacore although it is difficult to compare 

them. Overall it was observed that examples from persons who are uncertain most of the time 

were the easiest to classify. If a rather sure person once in a while were uncertain it was not as 

an extreme uncertainty as for a person who did not know at all what to do in the LT software, 

thus making it harder to categorize. This may be the reason for better results in the BMS set, 

as many of these users had little or no experience of working with real-time or using advanced 

computer-controlled instruments. In the Biacore set however, many of the test subjects were 

used to similar softwares and was not as intimidated by this one. There is always a problem 

with small training sets as it may be difficult to represent all possible behavior patterns with 

only a few persons. This was especially observed in the Biacore set, which could be the 

reason to why no Eval examples of Annica Ö were classified as unsure. It simply means that 

the behaviors of the training set when being uncertain did not match her activity pattern.        

4.2.5 Defining a model using one person 
When building a model with only the examples of one person in the training set, the results 

changed tremendously depending on what person being tested. No correlation was observed 

between the quality of the result and the person tested. This indicate that the method used, 
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with Fisher and building models, is adequate if the training and the test set are rather similar, 

but as soon as there are too many different behavior patterns possible there is a risk that no 

representations of the pattern of a test subject can be found in the training set, or at least it is 

too uncommon to build a model on. The good result when applying the model on Ann-Sofie 

and Camilla was simply the consequence of them behaving similar as Annie, by coincidence. 

The lesson to be learned is that a big training set is of utter importance.  

4.2.6 A limited data set or an imperfect limit? 
The phenomenon with good separation but with a misplaced limit, was occasionally seen. The 

result of this was that the examples were wrongly classified even though they were separated 

adequately. There may be several reasons to why the limit was chosen badly. First of all, the 

carefulness when choosing the classifying limit might bee too extreme. Of course, the main 

focus was to make sure that none of the sure:s were labeled wrongly, but to what cause? If 

none of the unsure were classified correctly of what use would the method be? Taking 

slightly more risks when choosing limits could be a method to improve the results, although it 

may also change the model into something less selective. 

   Another possible reason to bad limits is the size of the training set. This set might not be 

large enough to give a good picture of the distribution of the examples, with a too narrow 

span of certainty. Using a bigger training set may lead to more examples in between the two 

clusters when defining a model, thus providing better information on a proper limit (Figure 

25).  
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4.2.7 Scrutinizing false positives obtained when using Fisher 
As described, the results were not perfect. Since the goal was not really to find all of the 

unsure examples and label them correctly, some missed unsure:s were tolerated. The other 

way around however, classifying sure as unsure was not as acceptable. If the classification 

method is to be implemented in the real LT software later on a Help-popup-window must 

never be shown when the user does neither need nor want it, as this may cause frustration 

towards the program. To avoid this, the classification model must be designed in a way that 

no false positives are allowed. With this high ambition the goal was unachievable with only 

the twenty weeks of work, but much could still be learned in this first process of a larger 

project. Unwanted results were examined thoroughly to see when and why some sure:s were 

given the wrong label. False positives in the test sets, both from Settings and Eval, were 

scrutinized. First of all, the true values of certainty (the values 1-5 instead of 0 or 1) were 

documented, to see if the values might have been rounded off improperly. Also, by finding 

the date and time of the false positive, the wrongly labeled examples could be traced back to 

the log, to see if the chosen values of certainty was “correct”. A slight mistake in the 

Scores1 

Distribution 

Sure Unsure 

Distribution 

Sure Unsure 

Scores1 

Limit 

Limit 

Sure Unsure 

SMALL 
TRAINING 
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SET 

Figure 25. Comparing a small and a large training set. The examples in the small set are 
part of the larger one, but more information is obtained about the distribution of the 
classes when using the larger one, resulting in a more accurate limit chosen.  
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evaluation process, due to for example a missed detail, could easily disturb the classification 

results later on. Another focus when examining the log was to see if there were any patterns to 

be found in the logs corresponding to false positives. If these logs were to some extent similar 

independent of person or task, maybe conclusions could be drawn about badly defined 

descriptors, the suitability of the method of setting the values of certainty or the structure of 

the classifier in its whole. 

   30 false positives were inspected, spot checks from all three groups of models (“All”, 

“Biacore” and “BMS”). It seemed that the false positives could be explained by one or a 

couple of the reasons listed below. Some of these are relevant for kNN as well as they are 

general descriptions of the values of certainty.  

1. Rounding the values of certainty into either sure or unsure was too rough, resulting in 

noise in the collection of values of certainty. Statistics show that the value 3 is frequently 

used to describe the certainty of a user, meaning that persons are often somewhere in between 

the two categories. Still, according to my rounding, every example with a value above three is 

said to be sure, which might be wrong. 27% of the cases studied had a value of certainty 

between 3 and 3.5.    

2. A person’s collection of values of certainty had a bias towards the class the person was 

not most often a part of. If a person overall behaved sure during test but in some short 

moments showed a lack of knowledge of what to do, extra focus was put on these times, 

though not on purpose. Although the test user seemed more confused than previously, he or 

she might still be rather sure, simply less confident than before. Still, when evaluating, this 

confused state was given values of certainty below three, to describe the dip in certainty at 

that time. The same was observed the other way around, when an uncertain person now and 

then was slightly more convinced of how to solve the problems the values of certainty quickly 

rise to values above three, even if these moments were simply lucky shots. This way of setting 

the values of certainty relative to how the person had performed earlier was nothing I was 

aware of then, but nevertheless resulted in bad data.       

3. The descriptor values were lagging in time. Each example had descriptor values 

calculated from 200 seconds of logging information. Although the actions were weighted over 

time, a user’s activities three minutes earlier did still have some impact on the final values 

computed. During these minutes the certainty might have switched enormously, going from 

completely unsure to suddenly finding the right button and from that time on knowing exactly 

what to do. Translating this into values of certainty, it would be like going from the value 1 to 

maybe 4 in half a minute. This means that even though the values were correctly chosen, the 
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descriptor values still had too much information of previous actions to get satisfactory results. 

Looking at the log a short moment after the user has come to clarity, there may only be signs 

of confusion to be found. A person’s mind could change in a couple of seconds but there is no 

way for the descriptors to keep up with that pace.   

4. The false positives were sometimes chosen to be unsure by one of the last models of 

about fifteen in total. When studying the models, examining the w values for all of them, it 

was seen that in the last models the w values were small and a combination of many different 

descriptors were needed to separate the two classes. This indicates that the last models in the 

series were shaped more by chances and coincidences, as they did not contain obvious 

elements of a certain behavior, thus leading to a more inaccurate result. It may also simply 

mean that the first ten or so models took care of outliers and rather extreme behaviors and that 

the final models were based more on means of several different behaviors. This was observed 

as difficulties in separation between classes in the end and problems experienced when trying 

to distinguish certain activity patterns. i.e it seems that there are only a certain number of 

distinct behaviors possible to be distinguished in a set and the examples left when the outliers 

have been removed contain a mixture of the remaining behaviors.  

   When studying false positives it was obvious that the procedure with choosing the values of 

certainty was one of the strongest limitations in the whole classification method. Not only was 

it difficult to read the persons’ actions and translate them into number, but there were clearly 

other details missed when evaluating the tests. If the rounding problem would be known when 

evaluating, maybe the number 3 would not have been used as much to prevent false positives 

from appearing. Also, with the knowledge that some values of certainty were mistakenly set 

relatively to a person’s certainty in general, more time would have been spent in the 

evaluation process in order to avoid this. There are many factors that should be altered to 

make the classification method more accurate. This is encouraging, as it gives hopes for better 

result if continuing the project and improving the different processes.  

4.3 The results using kNN 

4.3.1 Optimizing kNN 
Although the accuracy of the model did not change much when altering k a trend towards a 

higher amount of examples classified as unsure was seen with larger k:s, especially using the 

Eval model. As the class unsure was over represented in the training set this was expected. 

The more neighbors needed to classify an example, the more irrelevant neighbors will be 

found close to an example. A large k increases the risk of getting a majority of neighbors from 
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the most common class by chance, with the effect of misleading results. To avoid this, the 

distances to the neighbors may be taken into account, but this was not tested here.  

   Increasing the number of classes increased the amount of information but the result was not 

much better. A bias towards unsure was still seen but this decreased with higher original 

values of certainty. This fits with the assumption that the behaviors from examples with high 

values are very much different from the behaviors of more uncertain examples.        

   Hope was that Mahalanobis distance was more appropriate when using kNN, as unimportant 

attributes might affect the accuracy of the algorithm. With this distance information of the 

importance of different descriptors was added to the model. Unfortunately, no clear 

improvement was found. This could mean that all descriptors were significant for 

classification. It may also mean that the w vector used was not necessarily the best one for the 

problem. This vector was obtained when implementing the Fisher algorithm one time. As 

previously described, separating only once is not optimal when using Fisher.  

4.3.2 Using weights 
Employing weights when computing the closest neighbors was the only modification that 

gave a significant improvement in the results. It is a suitable procedure when having great 

differences in class sizes, although how the weights were calculated in this case was not 

necessarily correct. There was a need to adjust for the bigger class 2, but maybe more than 

one class should have contributed to the weights in the end. The method used was 

straightforward and seemed appropriate but it was also a guess and it was not backed up by 

other approved studies, as no information was searched about the subject. 

 

4.4 Comparing the algorithms 
An exact comparison of the classification algorithms was impossible because the test set was 

selected differently when applying kNN compared to when using Fisher. Using the same test 

set for kNN as for Fisher would have been more correct, although this was rather tricky in the 

MATLAB code, especially when this had not been considered important in the beginning 

when building the infrastructure of the code. Despite the impossibility an approximate 

evaluation of the two could be done considering convenience, result and possibilities of 

modification. 

   The value 3.0 was considered part of the class sure when using kNN but not when using 

Fisher. This may have affected the result some and is another factor that separates the two. All 

values of certainty between 3 and 4 are difficult to interpret, as seen when separating five 
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classes using kNN. Still, when deciding the values during evaluation of the tests, the value 3 

was chosen when the user was considered somewhat sure. This makes the rounding to 0 or 1 

inappropriate, as only values above 3 were said to be sure. Separating using only two classes 

was mainly done when using Fisher, thus making the implementation of this algorithm 

slightly more inaccurate, considering the value 3.0 being both sure and unsure. 

   Using Fisher in several steps has an advantage, as it is likely that fewer behaviors are being 

lost this way. Still, this may also be a weakness as several of the first separation steps 

involved outliers, consisting of extreme behaviors, and the later ones were more of a mixture 

of many different behaviors.  

   In general, kNN was easier to modify and therefore more simple to work with. If using five 

classes and perhaps changing the limit of certainty from 3 to 4 a rather satisfactory 

classification could be found. This cannot straightforwardly be compared with the results 

from Fisher, as there is no way of changing the limit afterwards.  

   All in all, no easy decision can be made of which of the algorithms that is the best. More 

modifications of them both must be tested before choosing one of them.  
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5 Conclusions 
Results show that there may be patterns in user behavior that can be recognized and classified 

correctly according to the certainty of the users. This is still an inaccurate method and much 

improvement is required. Fortunately, a lot of information has been gathered during the 

project that might be useful for further development of a classification tool. Further definition 

of descriptors, a larger training set, implementing gained knowledge on choosing the correct 

values of certainty and more testing of the classification algorithms are possible procedures to 

improve the accuracy of the classifier.   
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8 Appendices 
 

Appendix A: The final collection of descriptors 
 
Name Function/What it measures Settings Eval 
"Normal" descriptors       
hld_changemodel How often the user changes graph type during evaluation   X 

hld_changesame 
How many times the user changes a setting, e.g. 
stops/round, that already has been chosen X   

hld_changesameeval 
How many times the user changes a setting, e.g. 
stops/round, that already has been chosen, but in eval mode   X 

hld_concwrong 

If the user wants to look at the data in a  
signal vs. conc. plot even though no affinity run has been 
performed    X 

hld_evalwrong 
How much the user is in the Eval part of the software 
before a run has been started or a result file opened X   

hld_forgotupdate 

The time it takes for the user to click "Update" after 
changing a setting in Eval/If the user remembers to press 
"Update" or not.    X 

hld_helpnr How often the user is in the Help-part of the software X X 
hld_helptime How long the user stays reading in Help X X 

hld_listviewwrong 

How much the user clicks in the list of all the blocks run 
when this can not result in anything, e.g.when no data has 
been obtained  X X 

hld_loadrun 
How many "moves" it takes for the user to start a run 
or open a file X   

hld_menu_looktime 
How much the user is in the menu block without choosing  
any of the alternatives X X 

hld_muchmenu 

How much the user is in the top menues only looking 
among the alternatives or how much he/she chooses 
anything there and then shut it down immediately  X X 

hld_mousemove The amount of "mouse-over" over a certain time X X 

hld_nrsettings How many times the user is in the Settings module  X X 

hld_paustime 
The time when the user does nothing more than  
standing still or moving with the mouse X X 

hld_repeats 
How much and often the user does the same thing 
several times in a row, e.g. click the same button X X 

hld_settingstime The time spent in "Settings" X X 

hl_simgenclose 
When the user starts the SimulatorGenerator without 
starting the actual simulation X   

hld_simgentime 

How long the user is in the SimulatorGenerator, 
choosing the right concentration, system and 
simulation type X   

hld_tabchoose 
If the user quickly changes back and forth between 
the tabs without doing anything there between X X 

hld_tabchoosetime 
How long the user click on a tab, do nothing, and then 
click back X X 

hld_wrongfit When the user tries to do a fit on the data but failes   X 
        
Block descriptors       
hld_evalhelp A change from the eval-block to the help-block X X 
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hld_evalmenu_look A change from the eval-block to the menu-block X X 
hld_evalopen A change from the eval-block to the open-block X X 
hld_evalrun A change from the eval-block to the run-block X X 
hld_evalsettings A change from the eval-block to the settings-block X X 
hld_evaltools A change from the eval-block to the tools-block X X 
hld_helpeval A change from the help-block to the eval-block X X 
hld_helpmenu_look A change from the help-block to the menu-block X X 
hld_helpopen A change from the help-block to the open-block X X 
hld_helprun A change from the help-block to the run-block X X 
hld_helpsettings A change from the help-block to the settings-block X X 
hld_helptools A change from the help-block to the tools-block X X 
hld_menu_lookeval A change from the menu-block to the eval-block X X 
hld_menu_lookhelp A change from the menu-block to the help-block X X 
hld_menu_lookopen A change from the menu-block to the open-block X X 
hld_menu_lookrun A change from the menu-block to the run-block X X 
hld_menu_looksettings A change from the menu-block to the settings-block X X 
hld_menu_looktools A change from the menu-block to the tools-block X X 
hld_openeval A change from the open-block to the eval-block X X 
hld_openhelp A change from the open-block to the help-block X X 
hld_openmenu_look A change from the open-block to the menu-block X X 
hld_openrun A change from the open-block to the run-block X X 
hld_opensettings A change from the open-block to the settings-block X X 
hld_opentools A change from the open-block to the tools-block X X 
hld_runeval A change from the run-block to the eval-block X X 
hld_runhelp A change from the run-block to the help-block X X 
hld_runmenu_look A change from the run-block to the menu-block X X 
hld_runopen A change from the run-block to the open-block X X 
hld_runsettings A change from the run-block to the settings-block X X 
hld_runtools A change from the run-block to the tools-block X X 
hld_settingseval A change from the settings-block to the eval-block X X 
hld_settingstools A change from the settings-block to the tools-block X X 
hld_seetingsmenu_look A change from the settings-block to the menu-block X X 
hld_settingsrun A change from the settings-block to the run-block X X 
hld_settingstools A change from the settings-block to the tools-block X X 
hld_toolseval A change from the tools-block to the eval-block X X 
hld_toolshelp A change from the tools-block to the help-block X X 
hld_toolsmenu_look A change from the tools-block to the menu-block X X 
hld_toolsopen A change from the tools-block to the open-block X X 
hld_toolsrun A change from the tools-block to the run-block X X 
hld_toolssettings A change from the tools-block to the settings-block X X 
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Appendix B: Instructions for Test 2 
 

 
 
Intro 
 
Vi kommer att utsätta dig som användare för ett antal ”situationer” som kan uppstå i 
verkligheten.  
 

• Vi vill se om man kan förutsäga en användares intention genom att tolka hur han/hon 
agerar i mjukvaran 

• Vi vill utifrån vår skattning av användarens intention anpassa mjukvarans hjälp. 
• Viktigt för dig att tänka på: 

o Agera som om det vore på riktigt. 
o Var fokuserad 
o Fråga gärna oss, men INTE under en ”mätning” 

• Vi kommer att studera användaren under mätningarna. 
 
Flera olika användare kommer att delta i detta försök. En liknande testomgång har gjorts en 
gång tidigare (juli). 
 
Mål 
 
Vi vill ha ut följande 

• Ett ”facit” på hur användare agerar i olika situationer 
 
Så här går det till: 
 
Först drar vi lite teori om hur instrumentet fungerar. Därefter ska du göra en situation i taget. 
Om inget annat anges består en situation av en inställningsfas, en simulering (körning) och en 
evalueringsfas.  
 
Om simuleringarna: 
Det är viktigt att du följer uppgiftens instruktioner.Vid start av varje simulering får du 
möjlighet att välja vilken protein-celltyp-interaktion du ska simulera Dessutom går det att 
ställa in proteinkoncentrationen och om man vill göra upptag (och i så fall hur länge) eller 
retention. Det första blocket i en upptagsstudie simulerar signal utan ligand, för att få en kort 
baslinje.  
  
Stäng mjukvaran efter varje avslutat test.  
 
Tidsåtgång: 
 
Allt detta borde ta mindre än 2 h. 
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Situation 21 
 
Förutsättning: 
 
En bekant på ett annat lab har gjort en ELISA-studie i intervallet 10-100 nM i 
kroppstemperatur för en antikroppen cMab U39:s bindning till SCC9-celler men är osäker på 
om inkubationstiden på 30 minuter har varit tillräcklig, d v s om proteinet verkligen har 
hunnit nå jämvikt med cellerna efter denna tid. Hon ber dig om hjälp och du inser att du kan 
få svaret från din LigandTracer med en upptagsstudie i realtid. 
 
Uppgift: 
 
Ställ in instrumenentet, kör en simulering och evaluera på ett sådant sätt att du kan svara på 
vilken inkuberingstid hon behöver som minimum. 
 
 
 
Situation 22 
 
Förutsättning: 
 
Du har fått hem ett xX-märkt (halveringstid: 24 timmar) protein från PET-centrum som du vet 
binder till cellytereceptorer på dina celler. Enligt litteraturen har bindningen en affinitet på 1.2 
nM. Du vill kontrollera att detta verkligen stämmer och väljer koncentrationerna enligt 
nedanstående tabell: 
 

Nr Koncentration (nM) 
1 0,1 
2 0,3 
3 1 
4 3 
5 10 
6 30 
7 100 

 
 
Uppgift: 
 
Ställ in instrumentet så att du kan göra en lämplig mätning på det nya proteinet. Istället för att 
starta en körning: öppna filen ”sit22affinity.rml”, ligger på Desktop, (för att spara lite tid har 
vi redan förberett) och svara på om litteraturvärdet stämmer. 
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Situation 23 
 
Förutsättning: 
 
För att finna en lämplig läkemedelskandidat har du studerat ett antal proteiner och till slut 
lyckats begränsa det till två olika proteiner från lipocalin-familjen som snabbt verkar påverka 
SKOV3-cellen på liknande vis vid koncentrationen 5 nM. För att maximera proteinernas 
funktion söker du det protein som är associerat till cellerna så länge som möjligt.  
 
Uppgift: 
 
Ställ in instrumentet, kör en simulering för varje protein och evaluera. Stäng ner mjukvaran 
mellan simuleringarna. Besvara vilket av de två proteinerna som torde påverka cellerna under 
längst tid.  
 
 
 
Situation 24 
 
Förutsättning: 
 
Du har fått en tveksam version av den mjukvara som kontrollerar din LigandTracer. Den 
envisas med att snurra ett extravarv snabbt mellan varje block (som inte ger några mätvärden 
men innebär en vätskefilm på cellskålen som tar en stund att rinna bort), vilket medför att 
mätvärdena från de första rotationerna i varje block är tvivelaktiga. Nu vill du studera A432-
cellers upptag av den värmekänsliga (sönderfaller snabbt vid hög temperatur) antikroppen 
F23 vid en koncentration på 15 nM.  
 
 
Uppgift: 
 
Ställ in LigandTracer, sätt igång en simulering och evaluera på ett sådant sätt att problemet 
med din mjukvaruversion minimeras och svara på hur lång tid det tar för bindningen att nå 
jämvikt.  
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Situation 25 
 
Förutsättning:  
 
En kollega är mycket förvirrad och ber dig om hjälp. Hans ELISA-mätningar på H343a ger 
inte de låga KD-värden för bindningen till HUR2 som nämns i litteraturen och han har svårt 
att se några inbindningsnivåer i över huvud taget. Du anar att problemet kan vara att 
antikroppen har en hög dissociationshastighet så att all antikropp hinner släppa innan det tio 
minuter långa tvättmomentet är avklarat.  
 
Uppgift: 
 
Ställ in instrumentet, sätt igång en simulering med koncentrationen 100 nM och evaluera på 
ett sätt så att du kan få svar på om din hypotes stämmer. Vad har hänt efter tio minuter? 
 
 
 
Situation 26 
 
Förutsättning: 
 
Du har en cellskål i vilken du har lyckats odla två olika sorters celler, A431 och U334 (se bild 
nedan). Det finns en familj med cellytereceptorer med snarlika medlemmar som kan binda 
Utucimab i olika utsträckning. Du tror att de två celltyperna har samma medlemmar och vill 
verifiera detta. Du ska eventuellt testa mer med samma celler senare och låter skålen sitta kvar 
i instrumentet. Se till att cellerna ändå inte kommer att torka ut. 
 

 
 
Uppgift: 
 
Ställ in LigandTracer så att du får de resultat du behöver och sätt igång en simulering med 
koncentrationen 8 nM. Evaluera sedan och svara på om de två celltyperna har samma sorts 
receptorer.  
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Situation 27  
 
Förutsättning: 
 
I en dissociationsstudie vill du undersöka hur lång tid det tar för hälften av mängden bundet 
rTrhA att släppa från receptorer på Jurkat-celler. Proteinet är märkt med en nuklid med 
halveringstid på ett dygn.  
 
Uppgift: 
 
Gör inställningar och starta en simulerad körning med 10 nM proteinkoncentration. Evaluera 
sedan så att du får ut tiden då mängden bundet protein (P) i förhållande till ursprungsmängden 
(P0) är P=P0/2. 
 
 
Situation 28 
 
Förutsättning: 
 
I din nyss utförda upptagsstudie kunde du urskilja en långsam inbinding men signal/brus-
förhållandet var lågt (det max-min-subtraherade resultatet samt de dåvarande inställningarna 
syns nedan). Låga proteinmängder är att föredra av ekonomiska skäl så istället för att försöka 
höja signalnivån vill du minska bruset.  
 
 

 
 
 
Uppgift: 
 
Ställ in instrumentet för att göra en studie där mängden brus minimeras och sätt igång en 
simulering (med valfria simuleringsinställningar, resultaten ska ändå inte utvärderas).  
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Appendix C: The code for a descriptor 
 
function out=hld_mousemove(hl,action,info)   %out = the descriptor value calculated 
 
switch lower(action) 
    case 'name'           %The name for get_x to compare with the names of the configuration file 
        out='MouseMove'; 
    case 'description' 
        out='This is MouseMove';                   %Amount of ”mouse over” (classid = 1) over time  
    case 'calc' 
        out=mycalc(hl); 
    otherwise 
        error('Failed to interpret action'); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%% 
function out=mycalc(hl) 
out=0; 
s=zeros(1,length(hl)); 
 
for j=1:length(hl) 
    if hl(j).classid==1 
        s(j)=0.1; 
    end 
end  
 
endt=hl(length(hl)).timefromstart;        %Weight over time and compare the last three minutes   
firstmin=0; 
secondmin=0; 
lastmin=0; 
for j=1:length(hl); 
    time =endt-hl(j).timefromstart; 
    if time<60 
        lastmin=(lastmin+s(j)); 
    elseif time<120 
        secondmin=(secondmin+0.5*s(j)); 
    elseif time<180     
        firstmin=(firstmin+0.25*s(j)); 
    end 
end 
out=max([firstmin, secondmin, lastmin]); 
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Appendix D: Two vectors of models for Settings, two for Eval 
 

Testmodel_Settings_v1 w   w 
1    5   
SettingsRun*SettingsTools 233.45  SettingsMenu_look*EvalSettings 8.84 
RunEval*EvalSettings -135.97  OpenEval*EvalSettings 8.77 
SettingsRun*ToolsSettings -135.50  Menu_lookOpen*EvalSettings -8.19 
SettingsRun*Menu_lookSettings -134.26  NrSettings*EvalSettings -7.90 
ToolsMenu_look*Menu_lookTools 7.44  SimGenClose*OpenEval 6.83 
Paustime*ToolsMenu_look 6.40  Changesame*EvalSettings 5.03 
MuchMenu*EvalSettings 6.32  EvalSettings*EvalTools -4.75 
SettingsMenu_look*EvalSettings 6.00  Repeats*Changesame -3.89 
Menu_lookSettings*Menu_lookTools -4.70  Tabchoosetime*Changesame 2.94 
Paustime*SimGenClose -4.27  SettingsOpen*OpenEval -2.68 
     
2    6   
ListviewWrong*SimGenTime 5.98  Repeats*Paustime 6.71 
SimGenTime*EvalSettings 5.58  MouseMove*Repeats 6.14 
Repeats*Changesame 4.95  Paustime*ListviewWrong -3.74 
Repeats*EvalSettings 4.52  ToolsMenu_look*Menu_lookTools -3.51 
MuchMenu*EvalSettings 4.41  Repeats*Settingstime -3.45 
OpenSettings*EvalSettings 4.34  Tabchoose*Paustime -3.15 
SimGenClose*EvalSettings -4.19  ToolsHelp*Menu_lookTools -2.56 
NrSettings*EvalSettings -4.11  NrSettings*ToolsSettings 2.55 
Paustime*SimGenTime -3.71  MouseMove*Paustime -2.48 
Menu_lookOpen*EvalSettings -3.22  Menu_lookSettings*Menu_lookTools 2.41 
     
3    7   
ToolsMenu_look*Menu_lookTools 8.27  Settingstime*SimGenTime 7.30 
Repeats*Paustime 8.17  SimGenTime*EvalSettings -5.39 
SimGenTime*SettingsHelp 7.48  Paustime*Changesame 5.23 
Menu_lookSettings*Menu_lookTools -6.28  NrSettings*EvalSettings 4.63 
NrSettings*SimGenTime -5.06  SimGenTime*LoadRun -4.35 
Tabchoose*Paustime -4.88  SettingsMenu_look*EvalSettings -4.06 
OpenEval*EvalMenu_look 4.82  Tabchoosetime*Paustime -4.03 
NrSettings*Changesame 4.41  Repeats*Changesame 3.82 
Settingstime*Menu_lookTools -4.21  Repeats*Paustime 3.65 
Paustime*HelpSettings 3.99  Settingstime*Changesame -3.48 
     
4    8   
Repeats*Paustime 10.09  Repeats*Changesame 21.04 
Paustime*OpenEval 8.48  Tabchoosetime*Changesame -8.17 
LoadRun*OpenEval -7.78  Repeats*Settingstime 7.96 
SettingsTools*ToolsSettings -7.47  Menu_lookTools*EvalSettings 7.72 
SettingsOpen*OpenEval 6.67  NrSettings*Changesame 5.71 
MouseMove*Repeats -6.42  NrSettings*EvalSettings 4.93 
ToolsSettings*EvalSettings 6.29  Changesame*ToolsHelp -4.67 
OpenEval*EvalSettings -5.77  SimGenTime*SettingsRun -4.42 
ListviewWrong*SettingsOpen 5.44  Changesame*Menu_lookTools -4.36 
NrSettings*ToolsSettings 5.39  Repeats*SimGenTime -4.25 
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 w    
9     
SettingsOpen*OpenEval 4.74    
Repeats*Paustime -3.67    
Paustime*ListviewWrong 3.40    
Repeats*Settingstime -2.61    
Paustime*SettingsOpen 2.47    
Repeats*ListviewWrong -1.99    
ListviewWrong*OpenEval 1.95    
LoadRun*OpenEval -1.82    
Paustime*SettingsRun 1.64    
Repeats*SimGenTime 1.55    
     
10      
LoadRun*OpenEval 19.23    
Changesame*SettingsHelp 12.91    
ListviewWrong*OpenEval -10.08    
SettingsHelp*EvalSettings -9.83    
OpenEval*Menu_lookSettings -7.34    
Paustime*ToolsMenu_look 5.75    
Repeats*Changesame -5.10    
Paustime*SettingsHelp 4.53    
Paustime*HelpSettings -4.21    
Paustime*SettingsOpen -4.04    
     
11      
SettingsRun*SettingsTools -2.65    
SettingsRun*Menu_lookSettings 1.58    
SettingsRun*ToolsSettings 1.58    
RunEval*EvalSettings 1.52    
SimGenTime*LoadRun -0.41    
SimGenTime*EvalSettings -0.30    
Evalwrong*EvalSettings -0.26    
SettingsEval*EvalSettings 0.26    
Settingstime*LoadRun 0.24    
Repeats*Changesame 0.23    
     
12      
SettingsRun*SettingsTools -0.29    
Evalwrong*EvalSettings -0.25    
Settingstime*Menu_lookTools -0.24    
SimGenTime*EvalSettings -0.22    
SettingsRun*Menu_lookSettings 0.20    
SettingsRun*ToolsSettings 0.16    
Changesame*Menu_lookTools 0.16    
Repeats*Changesame 0.14    
SettingsHelp*HelpSettings -0.13    
Tabchoosetime*EvalSettings 0.13    
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Testmodel_Settings_v2 w   w 
1    5   
MuchMenu*EvalSettings 11.52  ToolsHelp*EvalTools 48.67 
SettingsMenu_look*EvalSettings 10.99  Menu_lookHelp*EvalMenu_look 48.49 
Menu_looktime*Tabchoosetime 8.47  Repeats*ListviewWrong 44.15 
NrSettings*EvalSettings -6.66  ListviewWrong*SettingsOpen 28.10 
LoadRun*EvalSettings -4.91  Paustime*EvalTools -21.71 
Menu_looktime*Paustime -4.78  OpenEval*ToolsMenu_look 20.65 
EvalSettings*EvalTools -4.39  Paustime*ListviewWrong -16.54 
Menu_lookOpen*EvalSettings -4.03  SettingsRun*SettingsTools 14.78 
Settingstime*EvalSettings -3.58  Menu_lookEval*EvalMenu_look -11.97 
SimGenTime*EvalSettings 3.41  MouseMove*Repeats -10.68 
     
2    6   
ToolsMenu_look*Menu_lookTools 25.46  ToolsMenu_look*Menu_lookTools -7.90 
Repeats*Changesame 19.57  Repeats*Paustime 6.41 
Menu_lookSettings*Menu_lookTools -16.67  Menu_lookSettings*Menu_lookTools 5.69 
LoadRun*Menu_lookTools -12.17  NrSettings*EvalSettings 5.63 
Paustime*ToolsMenu_look 11.67  SimGenTime*HelpSettings 5.04 
ToolsMenu_look*ToolsHelp -9.61  LoadRun*Menu_lookTools 4.91 
Settingstime*Menu_lookTools -9.53  Repeats*Settingstime 4.47 
ToolsHelp*Menu_lookSettings 9.51  ToolsHelp*Menu_lookSettings -4.03 
Paustime*SimGenClose -8.69  HelpSettings*EvalSettings -3.73 
Changesame*Menu_lookTools 7.37  MouseMove*Repeats -3.71 
     
3    7   
OpenSettings*EvalSettings 79.61  LoadRun*OpenEval 11.71 
ListviewWrong*SimGenTime 72.28  SettingsOpen*OpenEval -6.78 
ToolsMenu_look*Menu_lookTools -43.52  OpenEval*EvalSettings 6.76 
Menu_lookSettings*Menu_lookTools 37.06  OpenEval*HelpOpen -4.59 
ListviewWrong*SettingsOpen -35.52  ListviewWrong*OpenEval -4.51 
LoadRun*Menu_lookTools 30.65  Settingstime*LoadRun -4.06 
ToolsHelp*Menu_lookSettings -29.32  ToolsMenu_look*Menu_lookTools 3.77 
ToolsHelp*Menu_lookTools 25.36  Repeats*EvalSettings 3.28 
SimGenTime*ToolsMenu_look -21.46  SimGenTime*ToolsMenu_look -3.11 
SimGenTime*HelpSettings 21.29  MouseMove*Repeats -3.06 
     
4    8   
SimGenTime*OpenEval 18.08  ListviewWrong*SimGenTime -22.16 
Menu_lookOpen*EvalSettings 16.06  ToolsHelp*Menu_lookSettings 18.22 
EvalSettings*EvalTools 10.08  ToolsMenu_look*Menu_lookTools 17.91 
Repeats*Settingstime -8.71  ListviewWrong*SettingsOpen 17.51 
MouseMove*Repeats -7.29  Menu_lookSettings*Menu_lookTools -14.34 
SimGenClose*OpenEval -6.39  SettingsOpen*OpenEval 14.20 
SettingsOpen*OpenEval 5.98  OpenEval*HelpOpen 11.55 
Settingstime*Menu_lookTools 5.92  LoadRun*Menu_lookTools -9.72 
SimGenClose*EvalSettings -5.19  MouseMove*Repeats -6.76 
Repeats*EvalSettings 4.63  SimGenClose*EvalSettings 6.00 
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 w   w 
9    13   
Settingstime*LoadRun 12.14  SettingsMenu_look*EvalSettings 6.77 
SimGenTime*LoadRun -9.17  MouseMove*Paustime 6.43 
SettingsOpen*OpenEval 8.84  Changesame*Menu_lookTools 6.26 
OpenEval*Menu_lookSettings -6.94  Paustime*OpenEval 5.74 
LoadRun*Menu_lookTools 5.82  Settingstime*SettingsMenu_look -5.71 
Menu_lookSettings*EvalSettings 5.79  Settingstime*Menu_lookTools -5.51 
SettingsHelp*HelpOpen 5.33  HelpSettings*ToolsMenu_look 5.14 
Changesame*ToolsSettings 4.75  NrSettings*Changesame 4.39 
ToolsMenu_look*Menu_lookTools -3.72  NrSettings*SimGenTime -4.36 
Paustime*SettingsOpen 3.53  Changesame*Menu_lookSettings -4.00 
     
10    14   
SettingsTools*ToolsSettings 22.03  LoadRun*HelpOpen 2.20E+14 
OpenEval*Menu_lookSettings 20.54  Paustime*EvalHelp 1.40E+14 
Repeats*Paustime 12.10  SettingsEval*EvalSettings 1.27E+14 
ToolsSettings*Menu_lookTools -11.11  Menu_lookSettings*EvalSettings 1.27E+14 
Changesame*OpenEval -10.54  MuchMenu*Menu_lookHelp 1.27E+14 

ToolsMenu_look*Menu_lookTools -8.62  OpenEval*HelpOpen 
-
1.27E+14 

Changesame*Menu_lookTools 8.55  Menu_lookTools*EvalSettings 1.27E+14 
SettingsMenu_look*ToolsSettings -7.53  Menu_lookOpen*EvalMenu_look 1.27E+14 
NrSettings*ToolsSettings 6.97  Changesame*ToolsSettings 1.27E+14 

NrSettings*EvalSettings 6.64  SettingsHelp*HelpOpen 
-
1.27E+14 

     
11    15   
Settingstime*SimGenTime 1.96  Repeats*EvalSettings 10.53 
SimGenTime*EvalSettings -1.24  Settingstime*SettingsMenu_look 5.19 
SimGenTime*LoadRun -1.03  Tabchoosetime*EvalSettings -4.24 
SimGenTime*SettingsRun -0.86  Repeats*Settingstime -4.15 
Evalwrong*EvalSettings -0.79  NrSettings*EvalSettings -3.66 
SimGenClose*EvalSettings 0.71  Changesame*EvalSettings 3.49 
Paustime*Evalwrong -0.70  SimGenClose*EvalSettings -2.94 
Paustime*Menu_lookTools 0.70  NrSettings*SimGenClose 2.79 
SettingsHelp*HelpOpen 0.60  SettingsRun*SettingsTools -2.29 
Paustime*Changesame -0.56  ToolsSettings*EvalSettings -2.24 
     
12    16   
Repeats*Settingstime 9.97  SettingsRun*SettingsTools 49.95 
Repeats*EvalSettings 7.71  SettingsRun*ToolsSettings -31.86 
SimGenTime*OpenEval 5.55  NrSettings*SettingsTools -27.64 
Tabchoosetime*EvalSettings -5.53  RunEval*EvalSettings -18.84 
Changesame*SettingsMenu_look 5.00  SettingsRun*Menu_lookSettings -17.11 
Settingstime*Menu_lookTools -4.12  SettingsMenu_look*ToolsSettings 13.10 
Repeats*SimGenTime -4.04  SettingsTools*HelpSettings 12.93 
SimGenTime*EvalSettings -3.63  Evalwrong*SettingsMenu_look 11.96 
ToolsMenu_look*Menu_lookTools 3.59  MuchMenu*SettingsTools 10.98 
ListviewWrong*EvalSettings -3.23  Paustime*ListviewWrong 9.75 
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 w    
17      
MouseMove*Paustime 12.98    
Paustime*EvalSettings -7.04    
Paustime*SimGenTime -4.31    
Paustime*Evalwrong 3.98    
Tabchoose*Paustime -3.83    
SettingsHelp*HelpOpen 3.55    
OpenEval*HelpOpen 3.39    
Paustime*HelpEval 3.38    
SettingsEval*HelpSettings 3.33    
Paustime*NrSettings -2.39    
     
18      
Repeats*Settingstime 10.26    
Tabchoosetime*EvalSettings 10.09    
SettingsMenu_look*Menu_lookEval 9.01    
Repeats*SimGenTime -5.69    
SimGenTime*OpenEval 5.26    
Settingstime*SettingsMenu_look -5.25    
Repeats*EvalSettings 4.62    
Settingstime*Changesame -4.47    
Changesame*EvalSettings -4.07    
Tabchoose*Paustime -3.60    
     
19      
NrSettings*Changesame 198.77    
SettingsRun*Menu_lookSettings 170.64    
SettingsRun*SettingsTools -114.25    
RunEval*EvalSettings 110.36    
NrSettings*SettingsTools -104.26    
NrSettings*SimGenTime -103.92    
SettingsRun*ToolsSettings 72.92    
NrSettings*EvalSettings 71.10    
NrSettings*SimGenClose -55.83    
SettingsMenu_look*ToolsSettings 51.39    
     
20      
Tabchoosetime*Changesame 23.87    
Repeats*EvalHelp 21.66    
Tabchoosetime*Paustime -10.16    
MouseMove*Repeats -6.09    
Repeats*Settingstime 5.48    
Paustime*Changesame -4.50    
Tabchoose*Paustime 3.98    
Tabchoosetime*SimGenClose -3.92    
Settingstime*Changesame 3.69    
SimGenTime*SettingsRun -3.31    
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Testmodel_Eval_v1 w   w 
1    5   
Repeats*ForgotUpdate 6.45787  SettingsMenu_look*Menu_lookEval 4.99915 
OpenEval*EvalMenu_look 5.66551  Tabchoose*ForgotUpdate 4.65352 
HelpEval*EvalHelp 5.48444  ForgotUpdate*OpenEval 3.90687 
Tabchoose*ForgotUpdate 4.9718  WrongFit*OpenEval 3.902 
Tabchoosetime*EvalMenu_look 3.52602  Repeats*Concwrong 3.81479 
Repeats*ChangeModel -3.0499  SettingsEval*EvalSettings 3.77947 
Repeats*Concwrong -3.0059  ListviewWrong*OpenEval 3.59347 
Menu_lookEval*EvalMenu_look 2.65732  Paustime*ListviewWrong 3.51581 
Concwrong*EvalSettings 2.34634  ForgotUpdate*ToolsHelp 3.41362 
ForgotUpdate*ListviewWrong -2.1278  MuchMenu*Menu_lookHelp 3.39323 
     
2    6   
ForgotUpdate*EvalHelp 7.1256  Paustime*WrongFit 5.78201 
Settingstime*EvalSettings 6.15945  Repeats*ForgotUpdate 4.53482 
Tabchoose*ForgotUpdate 4.37013  WrongFit*ForgotUpdate -3.96632 
Paustime*Menu_lookEval 4.20063  Concwrong*ForgotUpdate 3.6799 
Concwrong*EvalSettings -3.2073  ForgotUpdate*EvalHelp 3.14242 
Tabchoosetime*ListviewWrong 3.02185  ForgotUpdate*ListviewWrong -2.35288 
Repeats*Concwrong 2.58657  WrongFit*OpenEval 2.344 
Repeats*ForgotUpdate -2.194  Tabchoose*WrongFit -2.09018 
MouseMove*ForgotUpdate -2.1459  Menu_lookEval*EvalMenu_look -1.37782 
SettingsMenu_look*Menu_lookEval 2.03244  Repeats*Paustime -1.20798 
     
3    7   
Menu_lookHelp*EvalMenu_look 18.8307  ForgotUpdate*HelpEval 52.95717 
WrongFit*EvalSettings 9.85276  Tabchoosetime*ForgotUpdate 52.91713 
ChangesameEval*HelpEval 9.61981  SettingsMenu_look*EvalSettings -6.09018 
OpenEval*EvalMenu_look 9.33258  Repeats*ForgotUpdate -5.13606 
Paustime*ToolsHelp 8.94352  Tabchoosetime*ListviewWrong -3.91423 
SettingsMenu_look*EvalSettings -2.4253  Paustime*ForgotUpdate -3.67062 
Paustime*EvalMenu_look 2.28855  ForgotUpdate*ListviewWrong 2.00307 
MouseMove*Paustime 2.19371  Repeats*Paustime 1.9543 
Paustime*Concwrong 2.06436  Repeats*Concwrong 1.86301 
ForgotUpdate*EvalMenu_look 1.03029  Paustime*Concwrong 1.44891 
     
4    8   
Menu_lookEval*EvalMenu_look 37.3234  Paustime*Concwrong 4.19069 
ListviewWrong*EvalMenu_look -28.362  Tabchoosetime*ForgotUpdate 3.4706 
WrongFit*ListviewWrong 17.6977  Tabchoose*Repeats -2.53004 
ChangesameEval*EvalMenu_look -17.011  ForgotUpdate*HelpEval 2.27561 
Paustime*ListviewWrong -5.9126  ToolsHelp*EvalTools 2.02401 
ForgotUpdate*ListviewWrong 5.26027  Settingstime*SettingsEval 1.71185 
Paustime*WrongFit -4.6407  Concwrong*ForgotUpdate -1.57768 
Repeats*Concwrong -3.4903  WrongFit*OpenEval 1.46141 
Repeats*Paustime 2.61348  Paustime*ForgotUpdate -1.2436 
MuchMenu*Paustime -2.4563  Repeats*Concwrong 1.08279 
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 w   w 
9    13   
Tabchoosetime*ForgotUpdate 4.67566  ChangeModel*ForgotUpdate 5.32773 
SettingsMenu_look*EvalSettings -2.113  Concwrong*ForgotUpdate -2.10944 
Repeats*ForgotUpdate -1.6025  Tabchoose*Repeats -1.57159 
Tabchoosetime*ListviewWrong -1.1981  Paustime*ChangeModel -1.50507 
Tabchoose*Repeats -1.1301  WrongFit*ForgotUpdate -1.19786 
ToolsSettings*EvalTools 0.99411  Repeats*ForgotUpdate 1.02063 
ToolsSettings*ToolsHelp 0.86677  Paustime*Concwrong 0.91325 
Tabchoose*ForgotUpdate -0.7708  ForgotUpdate*OpenEval -0.74575 
Concwrong*ForgotUpdate -0.7347  ChangesameEval*ForgotUpdate -0.59494 
Repeats*Concwrong 0.72144  Tabchoose*WrongFit 0.42934 
     
10    14   
Concwrong*ForgotUpdate 3.13014  MuchMenu*EvalMenu_look 52.02025 
Tabchoose*ForgotUpdate 2.34431  Paustime*EvalMenu_look -22.77671 
Paustime*OpenEval 2.02865  Menu_lookEval*EvalMenu_look -17.63243 
ForgotUpdate*HelpEval 1.98699  ChangesameEval*EvalMenu_look 4.04622 
Paustime*Concwrong 1.8413  WrongFit*ListviewWrong 3.93632 
Concwrong*OpenEval -1.8283  Paustime*ListviewWrong -2.20422 
Paustime*ForgotUpdate 1.33989  Concwrong*ForgotUpdate 2.04759 
ChangesameEval*Concwrong -1.264  Paustime*Concwrong -1.54757 
ForgotUpdate*ListviewWrong -1.1584  WrongFit*ForgotUpdate -1.06945 
Paustime*WrongFit -0.937  Tabchoose*ListviewWrong 0.92205 
     
11    15   
Paustime*ChangeModel 9.10145  Tabchoose*ListviewWrong 20.76963 
Concwrong*OpenEval 6.50877  ListviewWrong*OpenEval -9.59134 
Tabchoose*WrongFit 5.38171  Tabchoosetime*ListviewWrong -9.101 
Paustime*Concwrong -4.1694  Tabchoose*WrongFit -8.74828 
ForgotUpdate*ListviewWrong 3.64116  Paustime*Menu_lookEval 6.07586 
Tabchoose*Repeats 3.43283  ChangesameEval*Concwrong 4.54937 
Paustime*ListviewWrong 2.84538  Paustime*ListviewWrong -3.19758 
Repeats*Paustime -2.6276  Tabchoosetime*ChangeModel -2.77198 
Repeats*ForgotUpdate -2.3712  WrongFit*ForgotUpdate 2.62648 
WrongFit*ChangesameEval -2.3638  Tabchoose*Repeats -2.3963 
     
12    16   
Paustime*WrongFit 6.97754  ForgotUpdate*OpenEval -0.13563 
Paustime*ChangeModel 5.73712  Menu_lookEval*EvalMenu_look -0.12166 
WrongFit*ListviewWrong 4.43219  Paustime*ForgotUpdate -0.09791 
Menu_lookEval*EvalMenu_look -3.6739  Paustime*ChangesameEval -0.09013 
ForgotUpdate*EvalTools 3.56606  ChangesameEval*Concwrong -0.08529 
SettingsMenu_look*EvalSettings 2.67277  Paustime*ChangeModel 0.06892 
ChangesameEval*EvalMenu_look 2.35359  Repeats*OpenEval 0.06742 
Paustime*Concwrong -2.0307  Paustime*OpenEval 0.05399 
ChangeModel*ForgotUpdate 1.93825  Paustime*WrongFit -0.05062 
Paustime*ForgotUpdate -1.8981  Repeats*Paustime 0.04179 
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Testmodel_Eval_v2 w   w 
1    5   
Tabchoose*ForgotUpdate 2.80421  Menu_lookEval*EvalMenu_look 36.23527 
ForgotUpdate*EvalHelp 2.38016  ListviewWrong*EvalMenu_look -33.54717 
OpenEval*EvalMenu_look 2.26196  ChangesameEval*EvalMenu_look -16.75322 
HelpEval*EvalHelp 1.05306  ForgotUpdate*ListviewWrong 16.27518 
ChangeModel*HelpEval -0.8832  WrongFit*ListviewWrong 10.20637 
Repeats*ForgotUpdate 0.80035  Paustime*ListviewWrong -9.07982 
ChangeModel*Concwrong -0.7702  Repeats*Concwrong 8.39461 
SettingsEval*EvalSettings -0.6426  Concwrong*ForgotUpdate -4.12481 
ForgotUpdate*OpenEval 0.57319  Concwrong*EvalSettings -3.45706 
ForgotUpdate*ListviewWrong -0.5474  Repeats*ForgotUpdate 3.08326 
     
2    6   
Repeats*ForgotUpdate 6.9137  Repeats*ForgotUpdate -1.03677 
Concwrong*ForgotUpdate 5.54105  Tabchoose*ForgotUpdate 0.7798 
Settingstime*EvalSettings 4.88191  Paustime*ListviewWrong 0.76251 
WrongFit*OpenEval 4.53026  Paustime*WrongFit 0.62617 
Paustime*WrongFit 4.41474  Tabchoosetime*ForgotUpdate -0.4543 
Tabchoose*ForgotUpdate 4.06305  Concwrong*ForgotUpdate 0.41663 
Tabchoosetime*EvalMenu_look 3.87325  WrongFit*ForgotUpdate -0.39196 
ForgotUpdate*ListviewWrong -3.587  ForgotUpdate*HelpEval 0.33076 
WrongFit*ForgotUpdate -3.3322  Paustime*Concwrong 0.29022 
Repeats*ChangeModel -3.0053  ChangesameEval*Concwrong -0.27471 
     
3    7   
WrongFit*OpenEval 0.85718  ForgotUpdate*HelpEval 1.81244 
SettingsMenu_look*Menu_lookEval 0.77498  ToolsHelp*EvalTools 1.34249 
ForgotUpdate*EvalHelp 0.76296  SettingsEval*EvalSettings 1.04479 
WrongFit*ForgotUpdate 0.7309  MuchMenu*Menu_lookHelp 0.94896 
Tabchoose*WrongFit 0.66613  Tabchoose*ForgotUpdate -0.56645 
MouseMove*Paustime -0.659  Tabchoosetime*ForgotUpdate 0.44375 
ForgotUpdate*OpenEval 0.56577  Paustime*ForgotUpdate -0.34539 
Paustime*WrongFit -0.4876  Repeats*ForgotUpdate -0.33599 
WrongFit*ChangesameEval -0.4395  ChangesameEval*Concwrong 0.311 
ForgotUpdate*ToolsHelp 0.43665  ChangesameEval*ForgotUpdate -0.30614 
     
4    8   
Concwrong*OpenEval 16.4787  Tabchoosetime*ForgotUpdate 4.09333 
Menu_lookHelp*EvalMenu_look 14.4979  Paustime*ForgotUpdate -2.20482 
SettingsEval*EvalSettings 11.9211  Tabchoose*Repeats -2.18082 
Repeats*Concwrong -9.2795  Repeats*ForgotUpdate -1.39276 
WrongFit*EvalSettings -6.7015  Concwrong*ForgotUpdate -1.12092 
Paustime*ToolsHelp 6.66534  Tabchoosetime*ListviewWrong -1.08203 
ChangesameEval*HelpEval 6.56391  ToolsSettings*EvalTools 0.97483 
Tabchoosetime*OpenEval 5.03109  ToolsSettings*ToolsHelp 0.93453 
ForgotUpdate*ListviewWrong 4.88347  Tabchoose*ForgotUpdate 0.83112 
Tabchoosetime*ForgotUpdate -3.617  ChangesameEval*Concwrong 0.76036 
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 w 
9   
Paustime*Concwrong 4.79867 
WrongFit*ForgotUpdate 3.42403 
Paustime*OpenEval 3.08151 
Tabchoose*ForgotUpdate 2.84899 
Paustime*Menu_lookEval 2.57333 
Paustime*ForgotUpdate -2.4168 
Repeats*Paustime 2.0865 
Paustime*WrongFit -2.0528 
Settingstime*SettingsEval 1.87091 
Paustime*ListviewWrong -1.6202 
  
10   
Tabchoose*ListviewWrong 12.6969 
ChangesameEval*Concwrong 8.37276 
Tabchoose*Repeats -7.021 
ListviewWrong*OpenEval -5.9519 
Tabchoosetime*ListviewWrong -4.5192 
WrongFit*ChangesameEval -2.8784 
ForgotUpdate*EvalSettings 2.64117 
Paustime*ListviewWrong -1.9694 
Concwrong*ForgotUpdate -1.8766 
ChangesameEval*ForgotUpdate -1.0431 
  
11   
ForgotUpdate*EvalTools 0.64768 
Paustime*EvalMenu_look -0.0483 
ChangesameEval*ListviewWrong -0.043 
Paustime*ChangesameEval -0.0424 
Tabchoosetime*ListviewWrong -0.0422 
Menu_lookEval*EvalMenu_look -0.0381 
ForgotUpdate*EvalSettings -0.0369 
Tabchoose*ForgotUpdate -0.0366 
ListviewWrong*OpenEval -0.0361 
Paustime*ForgotUpdate -0.0352 

 
 


